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Nixon To Reveal
kgreements With
Chou Say Reports
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e
Budget Package

".He might even to a better
president because f (happaquiddick". .Wisconsin
Governor Patrick 3: Lucey on
ment shortly after Nixon, Chou
HANGCHOW (AP) (API
Ted Kennedy, explaining that
President Nixon and Premier and Mrs. Nixon flew from PeFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - for the state the now-repealed
the event had a "sobering and
Chou En-lai have agreed on king to Hangchow, a favorite
Handily defeating amendments federal excise .tax of 10 per
maturing effect" on the
some of the major issues they vacation spot for Chinese offioffered by some critics, the cent on cars.
Senator, quoted in the
have been talking about for the cials on the coast south of
House has passed overAll the bilis
tO
Baltimore Sun February 9 19i2 ,fast,
week, the President said Shanghai. The group flies to
whelmingly Gov: Wendell Seitate..
-tadayi---ana---taey
ier-tac Shanghai Sunday for an overFord's budget and tax proposThe'-battle, such as it was,
Someone -IIiited- the following world about it ma
communique night stop there, and the press
als for the 1972-74 biennium.
was joined even before the
"un-candidates for president as Sunday. ,.
secretary said the communique
Despite some grumbling, all House got Into • the order-W.-, , follows:.
Nixon told newsmen he and would be issued there diFirg,...
100 House members voted for business of considering legislaescheda the aterrinCriToi-&tviier
- i'MidEdrnuncl_Mis*-uNse.
Wed
'16., cukese --b6ff hoz-FFord's $3.5 billion biennial tion. - - --Hubert -Hurnphrey-unrequired. "some areas of agreement." night Saturday and 2 or g x,sn.
budget Friday. The leadership
That was when Rep. Kenneth
Teddy Kennedy-unstable.
r He emphasized the limited exEST Sunday.
-- -scheduled the budget, House lines, D-Murray, moved during
John Lindsey-unwelcome.
the
The President invited
tent, adding, "Notethat I Said
Bill 335, as the first measure to the motion hour, which precedNance Hartke-unknown.
American newsmen accomsome areas."
be voted on so as to add weight es action on legislation, to have
•
"Scoop" Jackson-unpalatable.
,,The communique will speak Panying him to the palatial
to the pressure to vote for the HB337 be taken up.
George McGovern-uninspiring. for _itself," the President said, lakeside guest house where
he he
tax bills underlying it.
Imes said he waned to do
Eugene
McCarthy-unstrung. adding that he and Chou had was quartered to pose with him
Those tax bills were:
that becuase he had an amendLester
Maddox-unspeakable. agreed that they would not for a group photograph late this
--Ha 337, the major founda- ment to HB337 which would
Sam Yorty-imprepared. ----, - make any statements going &S.- - afternoon.
KEN IMES IS YOUNGeHT IN HOUSE-Rep. Kenneth C. lines,0-Murray,tabs aotes during the
tion--ler-Ford's budget, was eliminate the need for raising
George Wallace-tmpoplar.
He told the jounialista____*____ proceedings ins recent session el the legislature. At 25, Imes is currently the youngest member of the
yond the language of the joint
passed 96-3. It would remove the gasoline tax. His plan
ftetj. Harold Hug.._
Birds
apologize because Ida General Assembly.
-, do-cane-YUthe sales tax on groceries effec- would have given a rebate to
and Fred Harrisimdone.
Conclusibn of a "basic agree- aides had steadfastly refused to
tive Oct. 1, rescind the federal poorer citizens for the sales tax
ment" was first announced to- discuss the progress of his sumdeductibility for corporate in- on their groceries rather than
-. On last December 1, the US. day by White House press sec- mit conferences in Peking.
come taxes effective Jan. 1, to give an exemption for everyMutation reached
_ 2070
"If we had yielded to the
'.
°°- retary Ronald L. Ziegler, who
1972, and put a 4 per cent or 30 one.
also declined to detail what pressure for hard news," he
cent per ton mminimum sevImes' motion, the first real
Eighty-seven members of the Nixon and Chou had agreed on. said, "it would have jeoparderance tax on coal effective 2
test6.
1_6 of the day, was defeated
press, eicks_iVeOf the adveace-,- gut the communique was ex- ized' what we have accomApril 1.
party of communications peeted to be couched in general Plished, and you, of course, will
-HE 336, passed 67-30, which
Both Imes' motion and a
technicians, accompanied Mr. terms and to promise cultural be the judge of what we have
would raise the state gasoline speech by Minority Leader
member
of
a
Nixon on a major international and journalistic exchanges, accomplished."
Imes,
who
-was
Imes feels it is important for a tax from seven to nine cents a Harold DelVLarcus of Stanford,
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes le
news event. Their purpose is to some expansion of trade, an
Nixon added that he had or- currently the youngest member the Murray State Young legislator to maintain effective
- •r
• -gallon.
criticizing the democraticlead- inform the American public, easing of restrictions on tourist/ tiered this policy of silence as of the General Assembly Ind Democrats in college, said he communciations with his
-NB 394, passed 68-27, which ership came in the motion hour
interested
in
politics
They are traveling in a press -travel and some from of contin- part of the process of "nurtur- may well be the youngest ever has been
constituents in order to remove
would base the state mtor ve- because they feared they would
"ever since I got out of the the suspicion he says Kenplane, supplied commercially uing contact between the two IN this new relationship" with to serve.
hicle usage tax on the full book not get a chance later.
by the low bidder. The cost will governments.
China.
Kentucky's Constitution cowboys and Indians stage," so tuckians have developed toward
value of a car instead of 90 per
Those fears were based on
the
for
the
decision to tun
House the Assembly.
be pro rated and will amount to
It was generally assumed
The working phase of the requires a member of the House
cent of it. The additional 10 per the widespread belief that the —
about $2,900 each for tran- that there would be little or no President's historic visit to to be at least 24 years old. Imes was not a major change of
To further this goal he writes
cent is intended to take over Democratic leadership would
sportation alone. That figure, mention of such issues of major China ended about 4 a.m. to- just was 24 when he was elected direction for him.
a regular column for the Ledger
move the previous question on
He said he is well pleased" & Times while the legislature is
plus cost of their rooms, meals, disagreement as the war in In- day, Ziegler said, and from to represent the people of
some of the bills, which would --communications and in- dochina and the Nationalist then on his schedule was one of Calloway and Trigg counties. with his new job, but is in session,"I am edneavoring to ID
limit debate and cut Off
","disappointed." aLthe_pace of acquaint people with what -+cidentals, will be paid by the government's hold on Taiwan.' sightseeing, socializing and en- Reid,i5 Feb. 13.
amendments on them, .
__media they represent.
going on up here," he e9lained.
The Democrat from Murray The legislature.
And with Nixon preparing taj.--larging his acquaintanceship
House Majority Leader John
then
said,
_siose,"__Ise-,
"It's
developing
aws
As
far
as
sure
does
not
know
for
said
he
visit the Soviet Union in May, with the Chinese leaders, their,
Swinford of Cynthiana failed to
We understand a drop .
whether there has ever been a guickly added that perhaps this philosophy about the duties of
10
1 ---C---tiwre
11
was not likely to be afdr--"people and their
do so, however, until the last
is
"You
have
justtfied.
to keep
representative
Wet of beet is exPeeted tn mention of Peking's feud with
The schedule includeda
country. boat Younger member to serve in the
is
bill in the package was taken
elected
an
is- mind your legislation affects cosicaried,knot said be tries to
about sit te_eligls.t_weeks. The Moscow
- - 1-11 trip on Hangchow's scenic West legislature because records are
m
upe
asHur
Be337, the major tax
million
people.
twee
first.
reason: 8 percent more cattle
constituency
his
put
Ziegler made his announce- Lake, a banquet tonight at the incomplete, but 'some of the
The Murray State University
He does, however, see the
are now on feed than was the
"Primarily I am here to Elementary
Education
Hangchow Hotel, a cultural older members of the House tell
And when he did so then,
case a year ago. The price drop,
me there hasn't been anyone need for the Assembly to meet represent my district", he said, Department has announced the Swinford said it was because
in
annual
session,
perhaps
if it comes, will-occur when they
in
'!must
keep
legislator
but
a
younger in the last 30 years."
(Continued on Page Eight)
beginning of an Enrichment "all the speeches have been
move to market.
limiting each session to 45 days. mind the effects of any piece of
Seminar Series at Murray made" and several members
He said at present Kentucky's legislation on the com- Siete.
requested it in order to get the
executive branch is one of the
monwealth" as a whole.
The program is scheduled for day's work over with. That
most powerful in the nation and
KY. (M” seven different days, beginning came four hours after the sesannual sessions would enable
President Nixon will get a letMonday, February 28, and sion began and by then few apmore
.,40tUlpresi.
tobecome
legislature
S
t
r
e
•
the
Kentucky.
ending Monday, April 17.
parently believed that further
independent.
peCooper on
rma
The series is an.outgrowth of mileage could be gained from
dent's return from China, askan extensive survey of students opposing the inevitable.
Members of the hazel ing for a giant panda for the
Farmers are coming in daily majoring in Elementary
Swinford told his colleagues
Woman's Club attended the Louisville Zoo.
to the Calloway County ASCS Education. The topics included that citizens who have opposed
to
gift
are
a
pandas
rare
Two
First District Workshop of tN,
Office to sign up in the 1972 feed in the series are a result of the the increase in the gasoline tax
Kentucky
Federation
of the United States from Chinese
grain, wheat and cotton survey, indicating the most would not be doing so if they
Women's Clubs held on Thur- Premier Chou En-lai, in ex"If a volunteer finds no one at
Sunday, February 274 has
frequently requested subjects. realized the crisis which is
By TtiE ASSOCIATED PRESS programs, with 430 farm
home," Miss Bittenback said,
sday, February 24, at the First change for two North American signated as -Heart Sunda
enrolled to date, according to
A student committee com- being faced by the road fund.
The
Service
National
Weather
musk oxen Nixon has given the
Christian Church, Paducah.
in Murray, and members of "he or she will leave a pread- predicted another wet and 011ie C. Hall, ASC county posed of Miss sherry Williams,
One reason for that crisis, he
Mrs. Jarries Austin district Chinese.
the Panhellinic Council and dressed mail-in envelope in cloudy day across the Blue- chairman.
Miss Mary Jane Buchanan, and said, was that $96.9 million
to
Carolina
North
from
Zoos
governor, presided and reports
some fraternities will be which a contribution may be grass State today.
"Farmers are reminded that Mike Slaughter served with Dr. over the next two years would
were given by the various Hawaii are bidding for the pan- soliciting contributions from sent conveniently yo the Heart.
March
10 is the last day of the James B. Carlin, Associate have-to go toward paying off
It
was
nothing
new
for
Kenchairmen. Mrs. Matt Sparkman das, an official of Seattle's Murray citizens for the Heart Fund Headquarters during the
sign-up period," Hall said.
Professor in conducting the revenue bonds sold to finance
tuckians,
as
and
thunshowers
said.
of the Murray Woman's Club Woodlawn Zoo
Fund drive, a according to Miss next few days."
Hall, chairman of, the survey and securing the par- the state's toll roads. By conderstorms
plague
continued
to
"There isn't a zoo in the Jan Bittenback, Heart Sunday
gme a report on the KFWC
Miss
BittenbaCk
also the state for the third day.
Calloway County Agriedltural ticipants in the Seminar Series. trast, he said, only $44.9 million
winter workshop held in country that wouldn't sell its Chairman.
reminded Murrayans that heart
Stabilization and Conservation
The series is free and open to was needed for that purpose
Weather
radars
showed
showsaid.
pandas,"
he
SOW for those
Louisville.
Miss Bittenback, a senior at and blood vessel diseases are ers moving east in the early Committee, reported that a all Elementary Education during the current biennium.
A Louisville Zoological Mw-ray State University, from still the number one killers in
Slides on community imAlso, he said, all of the genmorning hours. The low front rush of business early in the majors and guests. The
-provement where shown by Society member, Mrs. Leonard Louisville, will be assisted by our nation. "Your contributions
sign-up period consisterd program schedule will be:
eral obliation bonds approved
which
brought
the
rain
was
exSenator
each of the ten clubs with a M. Lusky Jr., said
Miss Debbie Jarodsky, also a this Sunday," added Miss Octed to move all the way to primarily of producers seeding
Monday February 28, 3:30 in 1965 for road construction
member from each club giving Cooper told her, "we have as senior, from Florida, in plan- Jarodsky, "will help us to
information on new farm p.m.,Education Building, room have just now been used and
the east coast by nightfall.
others"
of
the
chance
as
good
a
a report.
provide research for a disease
ning the drive.
Rain wasn't all that crossed program options opened by the 154. "Current Educational road fund money is going to
Tlise attending'
from Hazel getting a panda.
The students participating that will take the lives of some the Commonwealth in the last U.S. Department of Agriculture Problems", by Dr. Donald B. have to be used to match federMrs. Lusky said the senator will visit homes in every section 670,000 people of all ages in
were Mesdames, Gerald Ray,
in January and February after Hunter, Dean of the School of al money for the Interstate and
24 hours.
Kent Simpson, Hughes Bennett, had agreed to deliver the zoo's of Murray to accept con- 1972."
early announcement of the Education.
Appalachian. programs. That
In
Pike
County,
residents
reJackie Butterworth, Steve letter to the President.
'
Members of the earn
. ma
tributions for the 1972 Heart
Wednesday, March 15, 3:30 will take another $50 million
ported hail "as big as bees" programs last fall.
sehas
society
zoological
The
Knott, Gerald Gallimcie; and
Fund Campaign and also to Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma
New options for additional p.m., Education Building, out of the road fund, he said.
cured financial backing to cov- hand out literature telling what Phi will also be canvassing the coming out of the sky.
Harold Wilkinson.
set-aside acreage at higher Room 154. "Early Childhood
That means, Swinford asKenAnd
in
Allen
County,
The Lone Oak Junior er the costs of housing a pan- to do to reduce the risk of heart local communities of Calloway
tucky State Police reported a payment rates for corn, grain Education", by Mrs. June serted, that $102 million will
new
a
building
da-including
Women's Club was host for the
attacks and what to do in case of County, according to Beverly small
tornado touched down sorghum and wheat were ad- Warden Smith, Associate have to come from the road
pavilion.
meeting and luncheon.
Herndon, service chairman.
a heart attack.
about six miles east of Scotts- ded, he said. . "Detailed in- Professor, Elementary fund, which finances regular.
road construction. lust for thote —
ville. No injuries were report- formation on these options and Education.
-all other options and provisions
Monday, March 20,7:00 p.m., two purposes.
ed.
The weather service issued a of the 1972 set-aside farm Faculty Hall, Room 207.
(Continued on Page Eight)
flash flood watch today for the programs are available from "Extrasensory Perception", by
Hall
the
office,"
Dr.
Associate
county ASCS
James T. Hayes,
Huntington River District in
Professor, English.
Jackson Purchase
eastern Kentucky and southern said.
Tuesday, March 21, 10:30
"Many.producers now have
Mostly cloudy this morning
West Virginia.
with diminishing cloudiness this
The service reported waters been acquainted with the details a.m., Education Building.,
afternoon. Highs today in the
on the Lvisa Fork at Paint- of these new options, have Room 154. "Life In Other
mid 40s. Partly cloudy and cool
sville, Prestonsburg and Louisa studied them, and are now Countries," by Dr. Stan -HenThe Republican Women's
tonight through tomorrow.
were rising, but still below beginning to comeback in to the drickson, Professor,Geography Club will ,meet Monday.,
ASCS office to sign up," Hall and Political Science.
Lows tonight in the mid 20s.
flood stage.
February 28. at 12:30 p.m. at the
continued.
Wednesday, March 22,...5.100
Highs tomorrow in the mid 40s.
PUPPIES
ARE
FREE
He reminded producers that it p.m. Education Building, Room Triangle Inn.
Outlook for monday pertly
All interested persons are
Two months old puppies are is convenient to request early 154. "Creative Dramatics", by
cloudy and cool. Probability of
invited, according to Mrs. John
inpets.
If
free
to
persons
for
set
aside
inspection
and
Mrs. Ruby Crider, .Associate
precipitation 10 per cent today,
Resig, president,.
terested call 753-9360.
measurement service,Provided Professor,
Communieattions
near zero per cent tonight and
at
cost,
when
they
sign
up.
Speech.
and
tomorrow.
FREE PUPPIES
OAKS BRIDGE
"Of course, anyone who has
Thursday, April 13,-7:90 p.m.,
Two puppies, three months
Women of the Oaks Country
Kentucky State Forecast
Club will have their regular already signed up for the 1972 Education Building, Room 152: old, are free to persons for pets.
Cloudy and colder with occaMythology:', Dr, etioVes For information -esti,4684302
session of bridge on Wednesday. farm programs, but who
sional light rain turning to
-Ateati-gte
Doug
ha day, --;
March 1, at 9:30 a.m. Make overlooked rauesting set-aside
light snow before ending today.
ement_i_pmeseerrerigtter.
_____.
measur
reservations
`13iaCer lay
Decreasing cloudiness and cold
get
his
request
in
at
CAR FIRE
ice,
ct-)S9
can
*
Monday,
April
17, V.311 p.ni.,
hostess, Mary
tonight. Sunday partly cloudy-/
The Murray Fire Department
Mies Jan Bttteabaelt, Heift Sunday chairman, Miss Debbie JarocIsky, who assisted Miss Bit- Alice Smith, phone 7534487. any lime. The earlier a request. Education Building, Remn 154.
and Cold. Highs Lu_,V3e low
•
the event, and Mrs. Willard Ails, Heart Fund chairman for the Murray area sill Winners last week were Essie. is made, the earlier the set-'4 "Waiters Kentucky History," answered one call Friday night
in the southeast, but lowering tenback in
by Dr. Ray Mofield, Chairman, at 7:30 to a car fire on
inspeetioa- , and'
into the 40s this morning. Else- be aided by ibers of the Panhellinic Council and some fraternities In soliciting contributions Caldwell, high, and Mickey' aside
of
Cpm- Woodlawn. The car belonged to
Burkeen, low, with Della measurement service will be Department
where today highs in the upper Sunday for the Heart rend 'drive.
Pol.-id
_performed,"
Max Farley._. _ .
Raged.,
we
i,.wittationt.
•
30s and 40s.
Staff phnin by Gene MeCtitelwee.
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If given the opportunity, onethird of the nation's independent business firms would
adopt a "do-it-yourself" tactic
in stopping losses from competitive predatory pricing
tactics.
This is indicated in the first
returns to the 1972 continuous
field survey of the National
Federation of Independent
Business which is probing into
the extent that "cut-throat"
pricing tactics are destroying
competition.
This first data shows that 53
percent of the nation's independent retailers and
wholesalers claim they are hurt
by unfair price competition.
To some analysts this first
response from over 5,500 independent firms all over, the
nation could indicate that the
current national regulations on
price controls are approaching
the problem of curtailing inflation from the wrong ,angle.
When asked if permitted, they
would go to court and sue for
triple damages, 35 percent of
the retailers indicated they
would take such action and 34
percent of the wholesalers said
they would.
Predatory, or "cut-throat"
pricing refers to the practice of
some
heavily
financed
operations to purposely sell at

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in
terest of our readers.
National Representatives: Wallace
WitmerCo., 1509 Madison Ave.,
Memphis, Tn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg.,
Detroit, Mich.
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray: 5.35 per week, S1.52 per
month, $18.20 per year. By mail in canoway and adjoining counties,
$7.50 per year , other destinations within 150 miles Of Murray, $15.00
Per year; more than 150 miles from Murray, $18.00 per year. All mail
Subscriptions pkus 5 percent state tax.
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Cass Matter.
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Guns Versus Lipstick
It has been calculated that the total worth of the
common stock of the 10 largest companies in the soCalled military-industrial complex is about $4.7
ilhion. That is less than that of a single cosmetics
firm. Avon is rated at about ili.6 billion.
Annual spending on cosmetics exceeds $5 billion a
year in the United States, says Patrick Ryan,
writing in the Smithsonian,. the Magazine epublished
by that instittifion. But rather than join the carpets
who point out all the things the nation could buy with
that -money, Ryan defends the "coirtietological
complex".
"We die without dreams", he says.
And anyway, he adds, the face goo, lipstick,
l'airacle potions, and what not insure that at least
half the human landscape is-more pleasant.to the
passing eye than evolution has thus far crudely
.aichieved.—Gastonia (NC.) Gazette.

Everything Isn't Frozen
Things change so fast that it's difficult to keep up
with what is frozen or controlled under Phaze H of
. Mr. Nixon's new economic policy. This is understandable. It is a mammoth task to regulate the
t economy of a modern nation.
‘,11 But in the lists of things that are controlled under
:Phase II there seems to be something that is never
' mentioned. That something is public spending. We'd
like a Phase III which clamps controls on those in
'public office who seem to lack neither initiative nor
:4,tzlnnovation when it comes to dispensing tax
• 'money.—Shreveport (La.) Journal.

God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble.—
Psalm 46:1.
This was Luther's great discovery. And he wrote, "A mighty
fortress is our God...."

by Carl Riblet Jr.It is possible to make riches out of
dreams. All you need is to squeeze your
eyes more tightly shut, scrounge down
deeper under the blankets and try to never
wake up.
"In sleep every dog dreams of-food."
—Joel II, 28
You say you don't feel like going to work but
excuse.
an
you're not really sick and can't find
Maybe you can borrow one from Italians working
in the Fiat plant at Turin. A recent study showed
that 20,000 persons failed to show up for work every
day at the huge plant.
Dear Editor:
Questioning by health researchers turned up the
'answer. The absentees said they stayed home On behalf of the Murray
because assembly line work reduced their sexual Welcome Wagon Newcomers - Driving today, even in ideal
Club, we wish to express our
prowess and gave-them nervous twitches.
sincere appreciation to the *rather, can be described as
don't
Try that one out on your boss if you like. We
citizens of Calloway County who difficult-.-a4--best. On snowknow whether it will work. But we'll guarantee one responded so generously to the covered and ice-covered roads,
becomes
downright
thing. He'll be rendered totally speechless—until he Mothers March during the it
regains enough self-control to fire you.—Tulsa recent March of Dimes Cam- dangerous.
The Insurance Information
paign. We would also like to
(Okla.) Tribune.
Institute 'advises motorists to

To -Cure Twitches

SENSING
THE NEWSBy Anthony Harrigan
OXKUTIVE VICE ItESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council
PUBLIC EMPLOYE UNIONISM
In recent months,the American people have witnessed the most
terrible abuses of union power in the work stoppages at the
nation's seaports. The Longshoreman's union has paralyzed
ocean commerce on the West Coast and caused Midwestern
farmers to lose millions of dollars. But this havoc isn't sufficient
for the legislative friends of the union bosses. They want to extend
the union hold over public employes.
Three bills have been introduced in Congress which authorize
compulsory unionism for public employes—policemen, firemen,
teachers,sanitation workers and other essential workers hired by
the taxpayers. These are House bills 7684, 9324;lind 12532. On
March 1, the Special Subcommittee on Labor of ditU.S. House of
Representatives will begin hearings on these prOposals.
The National Right to Work Committee has properly asked:
-Should art9 of the nation's 10 million state, county and municipal
employes be forced to join and pay dues to unions?" The answer is
"no," for compulsory unionism is what makes possible union
tyranny,the defiance of the interests of the public.
In the first place, public employment is not the same thing as
employment in the private sector. The public employe usually
enjoys special benefits, including pensions. If there is a downturn
In the economy, teachers,firemen, sanitation workers and others
aren't dropped from the public payroll. This isn't the case with
many employes of businesses that can't afford to retain large
numbers of under-employed workers in a recession period.
Moreover, in the case of public employes, the employer is the
sum total of taxpayers. Another way of putting it is that the
sovereign people are the employer. The people, as such,
surrender fundamental rights if they allow a union to dictate
public wage policies, to ordain taxes. No city, county or state
should allow itself to operate under threat of union retaliation.
Public services are services the citizenry has a right to expect
will continue without interruption. Police, fire, hospital,
sanitiation and other services are essentials to the health and
well-being of a community. No group or organization should be
permitted to deprive the public of these services or threaten
deprivation. If a union can shut off these services, it is bigger than
the government elected by the people. Then Big Unionism is the
real government.
Public employes have sufficient means of getting an adequate
hearing from officials. After all, public employes have the right to
vote like any other qualified citizen. If they don't think they are
getting a fair shake, they can speak out. They can vote against
incumbent office holders. But there is no reason for allowing
public employes to leave the streets defenseless, to halt firefighting equipment, to stop garbage collections, or close
hospitals. Such actions are intolerable. But such actions, or the
threat thereof, is the root power of a public employe union.
U.S. Rep. Frank Thompson( D-NJlis chairman of the Special
Subcommittee on Labor. He is a friend of Big Unionism. His bill
(H.R. 12352) would authorize a policy encouraging compulsory
unionism. If this bill becomes law, public employes will be
compelled to kick back a portion of their salaries in the form of
enforce dues to be used for political purposes. In many cases,
captive unionists have to pay dues for political purposes they
deeply disapprove of but dare not question.

thank the 175 individuals who
participated in the March. steer clear of winter driving
Because of many concerned hazards by staying off the road
citizens the March of Dimes if at all possible and using
where
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Foundation will continue to public transportation
feasible.
make
great
strides
toward
the
Mrs. Walter Garrison, age 74, formerly of Murray, died
For those who must drive,
prevention of birth defects.
yesterday at Poughkeepsie, N.Y. Funeral and burial services will
snow or no, the Institute says
We
support,
appreciate
the
be held here.
cooperation, and continued now is the time to make
Maude Kennerly with a grand total of 1895 won the all events
interest
of the people of changes, both in car equipment
trophy in the Murray Woman's Bowling Association City TourCalloway
County
in this most and driving habits, to prepare
nament. Murrelle Walker was second with 1818.
for winter's worst and reduce
vital
cause.
Murray State Thoroughbreds were barely nosed out by Tenthe possibility of an accident.
nessee Tech 68 to 66 in an overtime period in the basketball game
In preparing for winter
Sincerely,
tayed at the MSC Sports Arena.
driving, motorists should
Mrs.
Max
Brandon
Mrs. Reba Miller, Coach and members of her debate team at
consider switching from
Mrs. John Farrell
Calloway County High School, Ken Imes, Charles Finnell, Randy
standard to snow tires. Many
Co-Chairmen,
Mother's
'Patterson, and Hugh Outland, participated in a meet at Grove
localities prohibit driving
March
4Iigh School, Paris, Tenn.
Calloway County March of without either snow tires or skid
chains on certain main arteries
Dimes
following major snow storms.
The Institute recommends
LEDGER as TIMES FILL
that drivers keep at the ready
Dear Editor:
tire chains—recognized by
More and more young women many highway
Lt. Robert L. Waters, son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard T. Waters,
safety experts
He
is
now
from
Murray come to Louisville as the most
,received his promotion to First Lieutenant in January.
effective aid in
every year to seek employment, preventing
4...serving in Korea.
skidding and
to further their education and making
- Sgt. Billy Horn, son of Mr. and Mrs. S.L. Horn of Murray, will
driving and stopping
since
Korea
training, or to visit. Many need less difficult.
...arrive home this week for a visit here after serving in
secure,
comfortable and
August 5, 1950.
Driving within the posted
reasonable living quarters.
Wayne Lesser, Mark Baczynski, and John Shelton presented a
speed limit is the best
Unfortunately, the movement to force public employes into
the
Department
of
The Louisville YWCA offers prescription for
musical program at the meeting of the Alpha
avoiding ac- unions is proceeding at the state as well as the federal level. In
such accomodations downtown cidents
11 Murray Woman's Club.
anytime. But on snowy Virginia, for example, Lt. Gov. Henry E. Howell has come
out in
at 604 S. Third, near all major or icy
4 The second in a series of 4-H Tractor Schools was held at the
roads—or in any in- support of unions for public employes. In a recent
part
in
speech before
transportation lines and within clement
Stokes Tractor and Implement Company. Thirty boys took
weather—it is prudent
school with James Wynn, Carl Lockhart, James Kennedy, a few steps of shops, to drive below the speed limit to the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employes(AFL-C10), Mr. Howell said that the state should approve
as
Bass,
Jr.,
Cato
Doran,
and
Hansford
restaurants,
Marvin
Hill,
business
schools maintain better control
Allen McCoy,
of the collective bargaining for public employes. He asserted that public
and the Jefferson Community car.
instructors.
employes need representatives at all levels of government.
College.
Traveling at .a slow rate of
Many Virginians—indeed Americans everywhere—will
Any young woman over 17 speed also
allows the motorist disagree with Lt. Gov. Howell's thesis that public employes
need
years of age needing housing in to"- react properly
should the union leaders to represent them. As the National Right To Work
*:
LEDGER a TIMES nu
the Jefferson County area may need arise at stop
lights and Committee stresses, workers should not be "foreed to pay dues to
Deaths reported are Mrs. Bettye Alice Hendrick, age 90, Mrs. contact the YWCA for in- intersections.
a union in order to work for their own government." Moreover,
Kitty Mangrum Kelly, age 60, William R. Hargrove, age 83, C.H. formation about our rates which
For slowing or stopping in the states should not take action that in effect
conscripts public
are
modest
and
attractive
to
Carol
(Kit) Redden, age 76, Lieu Wallace Riley, age 80, Rebecca
snow or ice, the Institute says employes int() a political action group. That's a good
definition of
those on a budget. In addition, motorists
3Sims,three day old daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Hollis Sims, Charles
should always pump the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Emour
residence
accomodations
Hutchens,
and
and
Mrs.
Finis
of
Mr.
baby
son
Hutchens,
Mason
• the brakes—thus allowing the anatkes
ployes.
offer security, YWCA programs wheels to
Virginia Rogers,baby girl of Mr.and Mrs. Wallace Rogers.
revolve from time to
and
the
personal
contacts so time and
This union, headed by Jerry Wurf, recently committed itself to
Dwight D. C'hrisp, son of Mrs. J.W. Crisp of Almo, who has been
lessening the chance
plaice! candidate. In this cuonet_tion, it should be
1- Boy Scout Executive in Bowling Green for the past several years-t. welcome to those away from of skidding. A -driVef—w-biainc
home for the first time.
has -been transfer/led to York, -Pa.
himself ma -skid should atways noted that in 019 contracts obtained-by Mr, Wurf a public employe
Sincerely,
The Almo High:School Warriors, coached by Raymond Story;
turn the front wheels into the Is required to pay a percentage of his salary to the union whether
tournament.
he likes o no Go
Basketball
County
4-• won the Calloway
skid.
it
lit. Gov. Howell hasn't spelled out to the public that
(Mrs.) Georgia L. Webster
eIn Virginia,
f
:
t Miss Modelle Miller and Newt Outland were married February.:_r_
Winter's shorter days and
public
YWCA
Residence
of
Director,
aspect
employe unionism. Yet it is the central feature of
Liberty.
Riley
at
L.R.
Rev.
reduced visibility require that
21 by
coercive union system that is hurtful to both the public employe
Mr. allid Mrs. Freeman Fitts are the parents of a baby'son, Louisville
motorists be especially careful a
and.the taxpayers in.general.
of pedestrians.Douglas. MacArthur born January 77
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break even, or loss prices with
the intent of driving competition
out of a particular market.
This practice is forbidden
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
under the Robinson-Patman Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glasgow,
Act, and for the first few years urged the General Assembly toof that laws existence, injured day not to remove the 5-cent
parties had the right, as ac- sales tax from groceries.
corded to damage sufferers
do not know what people
from other parts of the antitrust _ are saying in areas other than
laws, to sue for triple damages. those which I represent," he
But in the 195015 the Supreme said, "but in the six counties
Court made a decision based on which comprise my senatorial
technical point in the district the overwhelming maa
language of the Robinson- jority of the citizenry, DemoPatman Act that made it illegal crat and Republican alike, are
for the injured party to enter asking that the sale tax not be
suit, and required that isny taken off groceries."
action be carried out on his or
Baker said it was apparent
her behalf by the Justice that a proposed severance tax
Department.
on coal "will produce great
To all intents and purposes, economic distress and unemthis eroded the impact of the ployment- in certain areas of
Robinson-Patrnan Act. Senator the state and that a proposl to
Joh( Sparkman of Alabama, raise the gasoline tax from 7 to
has had before the Congress 9 cents also has met with
legislation which would
"widespread opposition."
correct the .!
!
Inviagr of _..the
Baker _commencled.Gov. WenRobinson-115tinan Act to permit dell Ford for carrying out his
triple damage suits by injured promise, made during last
parties. This legislation is year's campaign, to remove the
supported by the majority of food tax. But he asked,"why
independent business people can't we as members of the
voting through the National General Assembly now stand
Federation of
Independent up and represent the people?"
Business.
"If the people no longer desire
Contrary to what might be ...Our governor to keep this
expected, the greatest per- - pledge why must we be recentage of independent business __Aluired to impose other undereporting harm from predatory - sired taxes when a combination
pricing practices are not in the of revenue from existing taxes
Middle Atlantic States which and economic growth can satistake in New York and fy the needs of our people?"
Philadelphia as only 43 percent
Removal of the food tax as
His-this area register in this well as the other tax proposals
category. But in the Mountain were due to be voted on today
States, 49 percent report harm- in the House..approved they
ful price competition—followed next would go to the Senate for
by the Pacific States, and the concurrence.
west north central states where
hi other action today the Sen45 percent report harm from ate approved and sent to the
cut-throating.
House bills which would:
The lowest percentage, 39'
—Establish a state bureau of
percent, is found in the east veterans affairs.
north central states,followed by
—Create a board to see that
42 percent in the east south public buildings included facilcentral states and 43 percent in ities for the handicapped.
the South Atlantic States.
—Allow the state transAlthough more retailers and portation department to enter
wholesalers report price cutting into agreements with other
damages than any other states for the mutual registracategory of the independent tion of motor vehicles.—
business sector, 36 percent of
—Require any prisoner conthe manufacturers, 33 percent victed of assaulting a prison
of the service firms, 45 percent guard or other personnel to
construction firms, 39 serve a sentence of not more
percenr-of the transportation than 12 months in the
firms and 21 peocent of the penitentiary or prison where he
professional firms report was confined rather than in the
predatory pricing damage.
jail of the county where that faOn the overall, taking in "all cility is located.
Vocations, 50 percent of the
respondents to the Federation
ALLOWS SHORT WIGS
survey report they are harmed
BALTIMORE (AP) — Wigs by predatory price competition. may be worn by city firemen, _provided they. meet the same_
requirements imposed on natuADM.STANDLEY
Adm. William H. Standley ral hair.
The Board of Fire Commiswas named U.S.ambassador to
the Soviet Union by President sioneN ruled that wigs could be
Franklin D. Roosevelt on Feb. worn on duty if the hairline
remained above the shirt col9, 1942.
lar.
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Mahn, 7c.t. nontitows_Planned

Westside Club Has...
Meeting
Mrs. W. A. Erwin

MIMI

-gt

MINN

eak.

Mrs. W.L Erwin opened her
blame fee tho-aseeting of the
Westside Homemakers Club
held on Tuesday, February 8, at
twelve-thirty o'clock in the
afternoon.
The main lesson on "Sewing
On Special Fabrics" was
presented by Mrs.
Jewell
McCallon. Leathers and fake
furs were fabrics mentioned in
the lesson.
Mrs. Alvin Usrey, president,
presided and Mrs. Jerry Butler,
secretary, read the minutes.
Mrs. Glen Gibbs read the
scripture from
the third
chapter of Proverbs
Announcement was made tit
the "Charm For the Home
School" to be held at the
University School auditorium
on Saturday, March 11, at 9:30
a.m. A special program has
been planned by the University
of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service.
Other members present were
Mrs. Mary Lou Robertson,lira.
James Miller, Mrs. Chutes
Coleman, and Mn. Elvin
Crouse.
The next meeting will be held
on Tuesday, March 14, at 12:30
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Harold
Fones.

By Abigail Van loran
J.
111
EMI
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Generation gap hasn't
reached-this family

DEAR ABBY: With mixed emotions, amusement and
annoyance, I read the letter from the mother who was
concerned because her eighth grade son insisted on kissing
!Sr
her goodby every morning.
•i 1
As a small boy, who kissed his parents and grandpir-..
—
ents
regularly, I had to contend with counselors and a
Members of the Beta Club, a national organization for honor students, at Lynn Grove School are
school principal [who hated children] who found me fruspictured: Seated, left to right, Kenny Orr, Randy Hutchens, Terry Rogers; first row, Carl Doron,
trating. As a child with a formidable record of academic
Gay Howard, Teresa Starks, Tammy Overby, Janet Murdock, Gail Smotherman, Donna Adams,
achievement, I had many friends. Why were the pseudoPatty Sims; second row,Charles Gllsson, Randy Barrow,Jerry Gardner,Carl Galliher, Mike Farris,
psychologists unhappy? Because my classmates elected me
Margaret Thompson; third row, Gene Dale Lockhart, Lisa Rogers, Regina Windsor, Kathy Calhoun,
captain of the softball team as well as class president.
Gall Sheridan, Kathy Jackson, Don McCuiston. Officers are Mike Farris, president, Kathy Jackson,
Everyone knows "gifted" children have social problems,
vice-president, Kathy Calhoun, secretary, Gall Sheridan, treasurer, Lisa Rogers, reporter. Freed
and if they don't, they'd better develop some or some coursCurd, principal, is sponsor. The members have worked at ballgames and the proceeds will be used to
es in child psychology will be phased out of existence.
purchase two aluminum bats for the softball team. They are also collecting Kool-Aid to send to the
----JOU.
I dill It* both Wents reingartY• As a its
Army Hospital at Fort Campbell-as a community project.
-PhD., still single, I like living' hbme as part of a closely
knit family. I 'constantly encounter persons who declare, in
dismay, "When are you going to move out and lead your
own life?" They are especially upset, in this age of hippies,
yippies and malcontents, that I share my parents' sense of
FUTRELL BOY
values. After all, what respectable young man today gets
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Futrell
along well with his parents?
;Wilson Woolley photo)
of Murray Route Five are the
Unfortunately, some parents seem intent on invoking
parents of a baby boy, Joseph
applaud
psychology:
They
MISS Mury Duff Matarauo
the dubious principles of reverse
To supplement their unit of David,weighing six pounds
- MissShirley Hays, bride-elect
wildly as Johnny "expresses" hintslit by teling-Morn and • Dr:nuts—we: Salvatore M. Matarazz.o announce the
study, "Project You", students ounces, born on Tuesday, - of Arai
Earl Hughes, was the
Dad to jump out the nearest window, but they worry if he
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Mary
enrolled in the Orientation to February 22, at seven a.m.--at honoree of a household shower
many
affection
who,
in
for
parents,
minimal
displays
even
Duff, to William A. Bryant, son of Mrs. Pauline G. Bryant of
the World of Work Vocational
the Murray-Calloway County held on Monday, February 14,
instances, have devoted a large part of their lives to him.
1 Lexington and Col. John T. Bryant, Jr., with the United States
Program at Murray High Hospital.
at seven-thirty o'clock in the
If you are acquainted with any frustrated Freudians,
Army in Vietnam.
School had David Bogard,
evening at the Community
problems
their
own
to
solve
they
try
suggest
that
please
Miss Matarazzo is a 1969 graduate of Murray High School and
daughter,
one
have
They
Manager of Jerry's, present his
Room of the Federal Savings
before inventing neuroses for the rest of us, in order to
will be graduated in May from Murray State University where
viewpoint regarding
what Melanie Carol, age 4%. The and Loan Association.
satisfy their own preconceived misconceptions of the genershe is a member of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority. She is a member of
characteristics he felt an em- father is employed at the
The gracious hostesses for the
ation gap. No need for anonymity here.
Kappa Delta Pi, honorary education fraternity, and has been
Tappan
of
the
Division
Murray
ployee should have for success
CORDIALLY, MARK EVANS, Ph.D.
occasion were Mrs. Millie
selected to be listed in "Who's Who Among Students in American
Company.
on a job.
Eberle and Mrs. Ted Maggard.
Universities and Colleges".
DEAR MARK: You seem unbelievably well-adjusted.
In his talk, Tuesday,
The paternal grandparent-s
The bride-to-be was attired in
Mr. Bryant was graduated from Murray High School in 1968 and
Now, if there are any Freudians out there [frustrated or
"-February 22, Bogard set forth are Mr. and Mrs. James Pat- a lovely blue dress and was
will be graduated from Murray State University in May. A speech
otherwise I who suspect that you have a problem. I hope
clearly those attitudes, traits, terson of New COncord and the presented with a corsage of red
and communications major, Mr. Bryant is a "Distinguished
they will write in and tell us both what it is.
personal qualities, and work maternal grandmother is Mrs. carnations. Her mother, Mrs.
Military Student', president of Scabbard and Blade, and his name
habits that he felt were Ethel Miller of Lynn Grove.
Curtis Hays and mother of'the
will appear in "Who's Who Among Students in American
necessary for job success.
DEAR'ABBY: I wrote to you 10 years ago for advice
groom-to-be, Mrs. Bun Harlan
Universities and Colinges". He Is employed at radio station
Bogard commented that if a
on what to do about a man I had been going with for 20
OLIVER GIRL
Hughes, were also presented
WNBS in Murray.
person is honest, courteous,
carried
on
a
we
but
so
was
was
married
he,
years.
and
I
Kimberley Kay is the name with corsages of red carnations.
The wedding will be on Sunday, May 14, at two o'clock in the
neat in appearance,and has the chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Kenny
real love affair all that time.
Miss Mary Beth Hays, sister
afternoon. in St. Leo's Church. Only out of town invitations are
willingness to perform his job Oliver of Kirksey Route One for --et the bride-elect presided at the
Well, be solved my problem for me when his wife left
being sent. All friends are cordially invited.
duties, he saw no reason why their baby girl, weighing eight register.
him. He got a divorce and took up with a young girl he
hardly knew, and he married her
such a person could not attain pounds 21/s ounces, born on
Valentine's Day was used as
success in his work.
I thought I would die when he dropped me for her, but
Wednesday, February 23, at the theme for decorations. The
Bogard also outlined the
6:08 p.m. _at the Murray- gift table was centered with tw0-.----now I realize that he did me the greatest favor in the world.
I can now appreciate what a jewel my husband is. He is
federal and state regulations Calloway County Hospital.
large hearts bearing the names
Saturday, February 26
Woman's Club will have a
ready
to retire, and I pray God will give me many years to
governing restaurant emThe new father is employed at Max and Shirley.,A white cloth
The Hazel PTC men's and rehearsal at the club house at
make up to him for all the heartache I put him thru.
ployement in regard to wages the Airco Alloys at Calvert City. decorated with red .hearts
women's basketball teams will two p.m.
Please tell women that tt, doesn't pay to be the other
and work hours. He also gave
Grandparents are-Mr-, and covered tbe refreshment table
play the Puryear teams_ at
learned the hard way. Thank you.
woman.
I
the students a better
and was centered with an
Hazel School at seven p.m.
WINSTON-SALEM
Senior recital of Don Foster,
derstanding of the employer- Mrs. Max Oliver of Kirksey arrangement of pink flowers
Route
and
Mrs.
One
and
Mr.
Burns,
on percussion, will be
employee relationship and the
Campus
Lights
will
continue
flanked by tall white tapers.
DEAR W. S.: That's what I've been saving for is years.
at the Murray State Auditorium held at 3:30 p.m. in the Farrell
responsibilities that should be Elwood Smith of Benton Route Additional vases of red, white
would
you
have
ago,
years
you
that
te
had
told
if
I
But
are
grandparents
Two. Great
Recital Hall. . Fine Arts
at 8:15 p.m,.
assumed by both.
and pink flowers were placed on
listened? _
Building, MSU.
"Project You" is a unit of Mr. and Mrs. Barney Darnell of the tables throughout the
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
study that has been designed to Kirksey Route One and Mr. and room.,
DEAR ABBY: I have been married for two years to a Order of the Eastern Star will
Monday, February 28
give the students a better un- Mrs. Finis Pierce of Benton
Games were played and gifts
man who has a habit of doing something which infuriates have a chili supper at the
The Creative Arts Departderstanding of themselves and Route Two.
were won by Misses Debbie
me. If he loses his temper, he will kick me or slap me. It is Temple Hill Lodge Hall with ment of the Murray Woman's
their potential for the work
Erwin, Karen Braboy and Mrs.,
always for something petty- like if_basean.ts me to stop serving_ to start at six p.m. Club wilt have its workshop
world. In-depth study has been
Decisions,"1:re—citiens Ray: Roberts. Miss Karen ' talking or do something faster.
. • 'rickets are one dollar for adults meeting at the club house at
made by each student regarBraboy also won the door prize.
Do you have trouble decidI have told him how much this upsets me, and he keeps and fifty cents for children
/
930 sin. Hostesses will be
ding his or her personality,
ing whether large or medium
Following the games the
promising he won't ever do it again, but the next time be
under twelve. The public is Mesdames Macon Blankenship,
attitudes, and feelings.
size eggs are the better buy?
bride-to-be opened her many
loses his temper, he forgets his promise.
James E. Garrison, Robert H.
invited.
"It is hoped that as a result of
Here's a little rule of thumb
lovely gifts. She was assisted
To teach him a lesson, I have considered refusing to get
Douglas, John C. Resig, and
that might help you. Generthis study each student will gain
by Miss Mary Beth Hays.
up at 5:30 the next morning to fix him a big breakfast. Do
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 F. Henry McKenzie.
ally speaking, if there is less
a better
understanding of
Refreshments of cakes,
you think it would do any good? I just hate to be kicked & A.M. will have a called
than
a
seven
cents
price
himself and will be motivated
L. IN FLUSHING session at the hall at seven p.m.
and slapped.
spread per dozen eggs be- 'frosted In pastel colors, mints,
Tuesday, February 29
to develop those attitudes,
nuts and punch were served.
tween one size and the next
Senior
recital of Kevin
Work
will
be
in
the
Entered
DEAR L.: Try it \nd if he forgets again, try "forgettraits, and work habits that are
Serving at the refreshment
smaller size in the same
Bellosa, New Hartford, N.Y.,
Apprentice degree.
month.
breakfast
for
a
big
bon
a
fix
to
ting"
essential for job success," a
to
set
up
grade, you will get more for
table were Misses Suzette
cello, will be held at eight p.m.
spokesman for the program
your money by buying the
Ude to write letters? Sad $I I. Abby, Bow WM& Loa
Hughes, sister of the groom-toat the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Sunday,
February
27
larger size.
said.
Waist. "Now to Writs Lalp
9900, Sir
be and Mary Beth Hays.
ingebra•
A turkey shoot will be held at Arts Building, MSU.
Oisessims."
All
hiss
Approximately fifty guests
the Jackson Purchase Gun Club
attended or sent gifts.
at one p.m. The public is inRev. R. A Slinker will teach
vited.
the home mission graded series,
"Catalyst in Missions" at seven
The Chorus of the Music p.m. at the First Baptist
1205 Chestnut Street
Arm chuck --s o I d as
Department of the Murray Church. The public is invited
steak in sonic stores is -hest
. a
osed as S w i s s steak or
braised It is definitely ;4
leSN.lender cut. hut ii has a
for your Drug, Prescripbon
well-developed flavo r. It
and Sundry Needs
can be identified by *the
round • arm bone—has very
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
little aastc: allow about II
to 8 ounces per person.

David Bogard GuestSpeaker Of World
Of Work Program

II.BIRTHSj Shirley Hays Is
Honored At Shower
At Community Room
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Southside Restaurant
OLLEID BUR RI'Ml'. bra i,,ed tender and delicious, provides
rppetite-prevoking dinner platter and warm welcome home
"What's cooking' t h ey'1 I drippings. Drain 1 jar (16
ask when the door i, -poled °mites) spiced whole crab
to the appetizing al,rtl:t of apples, reserving syrup. Add
a Crab Apple Beef l' •
water to syrup to make 1 cup
ready for the table.
of liquid and add 2 table"Great'cook!" II
spoons lemon juice. Pour comclaim when that ;bined liquids over meat, cover
good eating has been : ..'il• tightly and cook in a slow
Especially flavor --mi. lied, oven (326'F.) for 314 to 4
this pot-roast is c:01! i-boil hours, until meat is tender
with bright crab or I, - And Fifteen minutes before meat
a ftavory gravy prero ,,llIti Is removed—Yrorn oven, add
the spicy syrup. A I,,,:,,,less crab apples and 1/2 cup raisins
rolled rump provid , • .l holit and continue cooking. Remove
three servings per : , unit. meat and crab apples from
making it an econorn,, I To:ir- pan. Blend 2 tablespoons
flour
kst.--soloetieft—aro- 11'..11 4"." o with
cup water and use to
satisfying one.
thicken- gravy. Slice meat and
...
.... _ __
CratiT-AVOTe- Biir Ni.noarrt arrange on prafter.
O with
Combine 2 tablespo w•• flour. ,gravy ,and garnish with crab
2' teaspoons shit, 1/2 :(,,c-poon apples. 8 to 10 servfngs,---__
allspice and .!/4 -teaepp
seasoned flour and brown on
per. Dredge a 3 to I-pond all sides in 3 tablespoons
beef rolled riorrip,4000r,,ast in
od or drippings. Pour off

I_ Bert
. and Glenda Tidwell extend a Special Invitation to
all their old and newmmimiummummilmmummtmimmommminmummmona
friends to come in!
immilminimilimilimmimiffimilmiminimmi
* Served Daily Seven Days A Week *

Plate Lunches
Now Open on Sunday 8 a.m. till ??
Mon.-Sat. 6 a.m. till 10 p.m.
ALSO ON OUR AL A CARTE

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish

otttbsIde itesta u rant
Southside "Shopping Center

Phone/53-5979
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es-A Hunter Get
His Money's Worth
By Jerry Allen
Sometimes I wonder if its all
worth it. The freezing while
waiting in the blind for a duck or
goose to show,or sitting under a
tree in autumn with rain
dripping down your collar while
waiting for ole Mr.
Grey
Squirrel to pop out so that you
might get a shot at him. Thenumb feeling of my toes in cold
weather while waiting for a
quick glance at a white tail deer
also gives me reason to wonder,
is it really worth all of this?
I say yes! And anyone else
who has enjoyed the satisfaction of the hunt or the thrill of
the chase will certainly agree.
But as my wife pointed out just
the other day,a man could have
a lot of money tied up in hunting.

The

UK 1
Loui!
S

'ilookeit

-haven't looked at the money spent-it license and fees for
hunting,'or the taxes paid on 'AUBURN, Ala., Feb.
firearms and shells. Nor have
22. — (AP) — Like peowe considered the cost of gas
and wear and tear on the
ple, fish have their sex
vehicle in transportation to and
problems, says Dr.
from the hunt area.
Wayne Shell, and sometimes that's the reason
When I stop to think about
-they won't bite.
these things, I tend to agrotfrie
They'll stop eating,
a short time that the little
maybe two or three
woman could be right. But then
weeks at a time. And
I remind myself that my money
they're grouchy,
that is paid in licenses, taxes
"Sex problems worry
and fees goes to the betterment says Shell, a prothem,"
wildlife.
Also
I
remind
my
all
of
fessor in the fisheries dewife that she nor anyone else , partment at Auburn Uniwould be able to enjoy wildlife' versity.
in the abundance that it is today
As a matter of fact, he
if it were notfor the money from - said, "they do a lot of
hunters and other sportsmen.
things like people. They
Even though it might have been
change their feeding habits. They get angry. They
a selfish reason of man's to
worry a lot about their
transplant game animals, it
enemies; bass do, particprobably is the main reason
ularly. And they run for
that we have such animals as
the white tail deer in the -abundance that we enjoy today:

For example, he probably has
at least one gun, most have 3 or
more. But probably the average
man has one good deer rifle at a
cost of anywhere from $75 to
Neither could we enjoy
$250 on the average. Thai
..- econdly, he probably has a it -waterfowl as a part of our en.
Don E. Jones (left), President of the Murray Bass Club, accepts the "Mr. Bass" award from past cal. rifle for plinking and for
t if it were not for such
president Drane Shelley. The award is for the most points earned during the club fishing events.
squirrel hunting at a cost
of agencies as Ducks Unlimited
$30 to $90. Then last but not and other state and federal
least, most enthusiastic hunters agencies taking such a great
have a shotguh4or waterfowl or interest. These programs were
turkey hunting at the average primarily backed by the hunter.
-cost of we $226.
How much did you contribute
_Jerry_ Allen
Kentucky Lake Bass Club.
lifetime bash A-dedicated bassif you are not a hinter- or
--You
can
see
that
a
wad
of
rather
tangle
all
fisherman
had
"We
for
have .rnembers
;44."Our membership is made up
money is already invested, but sportsman? Probably not a red
cover when. a storm
of the best sports minded people walks of life." says Jones, with one seven pound bass than I'm not through just yet. We still cent because hardly any money
anything
else.
"Just
a
well
rounded
club
is
boat
load
of
a
of this area",says Son E. Jones,
at
all
comes
from
revenue
taxes.
taken into conI've been a bass fisherman for haven't
Take salmon, for inpresident of the Murray Bass what we have."
sideration the cost of decoys for to support the federal and state
and
the
black
bass
While
talking
with
Dan
Jones,
years
now
stance. They feed voraClub.
wildlife
agencies.
a waterfowler or the extra
ciously at sea, Shell says,
-We organized just a year ago he told of the 9 lb., 11 oz. bass he has always been number one on warm clothes he buys and we
All hunters at sometime or
but when they start their
and already we have over 40 took in the open tournament my list. I spend the majority of
another asks themselves, "Is
regular members and they all sponsored by the Decaterville my fishing hours trying for ole
sex migration upriver in
Mr. BIG and its a darn sure
it all worth it?"
have one mutual interest, `Bass Lyons Club.
the spawning season,
•
thing that I'll spend all my
"I
was
fishing
out
of
Cypress
Fishing': We feel that by
they stop eating.
Olen
he looks around and sees
trying
for
that
bass
in
spare
time
about
6
foot
of
water
using
organizing we can all become
Other species, such as
IR nature what he really loves
better fishermen and promote a two rods, one baited with a this year. I know he's out there,
bass, do the same. When
true
if
he
is
a
enjoys,
and
they're "on the bed"
better all around attitude white bomber and one with a I feel it every time I go,
outdoorsman, and then smiles
guarding
the eggs, thek'll
toward fishing", Jones went on plastic worm," Don said "I had especially in spring. Every cast
inside.
deep
because
himself
to
thrown the bomber three times I throw has all my hopes riding
go without food until the
to say.
knows the answer, do you? - new arrivals are
,he
1. Always dry a spinning or
'There are 20 such bass clubs close to this stick up when I on it.
hatched.
Today's big impoundments casting lure before putting it
in Kentucky at this time and decided to try my luck with the
Shell and others on the
they have jointly formed the worm. On the first cast, even have demanded a new type of hack in the lure box,or the next
fisheriOs staff headed by
use
his
one
that
can
before
it
lialtertnin,
hit
the
bottom
the
bass
it
you
may
time
yoU
want
to
um
Kentucky Bass Association, the
Dr. H. S. Swingle have
find the blade tarnished and the
K.B.A. They sponsor two took it, I knew he was a big one head as well as his rod, "A
spent years on marine
few
hooks rusted. You can elther
research and have tray..tournaments a year, and this from the way he took the bait. Bassman", but there are
clod around the world
year the Murray and Kentucky He was the biggest bass taken really dedicated bass men. wipe the lure with an oily cloth
They're a breed apart from or just hang it out until it's airteaching hungry peopleLake Bass Clubs will sponsor that day."
I asked Don if he depended on anyone you'll ever meet. So it dried.
to grow fish for food.
the state tournament. We ex, They have learned a-2. An outboard motor
pect a minimum of 200 people to the solonar tables. He replied, is with the Murray Bass Club,
Tat about the things fish
part cipate in the Kentucky "'Well, my theory is that you made up of true "bass men" operates most efficiently when
As usual for this time of year
do and, why they do__
not wait for the `signs' to---with- a dedicated--.spurtenten ita--ferniwrd-thrust is aligned
-- Lake area.'
_
Lel-Voss andEirappie fishing has -- -Aim: But tbey- don't- —
be
right
spirit.
because
you
miss
a
lot
with
a
properly
loaded
hull.
If
The Murray Bass Club held
have any sure-fire anslowed down to a snail's pace,
the motor consistently pushes but the hot times are
three local tournaments last of fishing that way. I go just
swers for the inquiring
just
-Most
significant
develop- the bow up or down, up to 25
sportsmen who try to figyear and they expect this years whenever I get the chance and
ment in outboard incilms.. for -percent of its power may be around the corner.
ure out how to land the activities to be better than last. that would be my advise to 1972is a system
Bass
are
slow
on
Kentucky
which eliminat- lost. Adjust the angle by
big ones with rod and
Even though they are not af- anyone else."
and Barkley Lakes with some
es overboard fuel drains. Fuel resetting the tilt pin.
reel.
When
asked
how
he
rated
liliated with B.A.S.S. (Bass
strings showing around the
which condenses as vapor on the
3.- When you find line-grooves docks. The best bait seems to be but several good strings have
-Anglers Sportsmen Society) or Barkley to Kentucky Lake, Don crankcase walla, previously alreplied,
"Barkley is probably a
any other nationally known
lowed to drip into the water; in a rod .guide-usually the tip- -the ole faithful "plastic worm" shown up at the docks the past
. bass clubs, they still have the hotter lake at this time, but it now is pumped into ,the com- top—you can buff them away with white water dogs, black jig few days. They're being caught
-"aame -- basic 'ingredients—that has fust pawed through a stage Iination-chaiiiben and burned. with thin strips of emery--cloth. funning a clo:se race for the 2nd from 10 to 18 feet on the ledger
make up a good bass club, of prime fishing and we won't be The process is not only a boon But this leaves a rough surface, best bait at this time of the on Ky. and 6 to 10 on Barkley.
able to rate the lake effectively to a cleaner environment but so always finish the job by year. Most have been taken
"dedicated sportsmen".
Try Picwick Lake for the best
Their tournanides are until it stabilizes or reaches the increases the efficiency and polishing the inside of the around the deep points and drop sauger fishing. They're really
.usually held on chosen same stage of Kentucky Lake." economy of operation of the guides with crocus cloth offs.
catching a lot at the Dam on jigs
motor, according to the manu- (jewelers rouge.
weekends with two men to a "Barkley is a `stick up' Lake
Crappie have been slow too, and the ole "Hot Shot."
4.
and
rr
you
Kentucky Lake is basically facturers.
use carbon
boat. They all leave and return
tetrachloride to clean reels or
to the boat dock at the same a better bank fishing lake," he
-Standard designs of dockto dissolve paraffin for making
designated
time.
When continued.
mounted boat sanitary stations
Anyone that has fished for ole for pleasure craft have been a dry fly flotant, use extreme
everyone checks in, they tally
up the points, which are given to Mrs. Bass knows the trials and developed for the National Park caution. According to the
the fishermen according to the errors of this unique type of Service by the consulting en- National safety Council, it is not
.pounds he has caught, with 1 oz. fishing. But a bass man is part gineering firm of Pope, Evans only harmful if inhaled, but also
of a special breed, a tough, and Robbins. In the near future, if just the Tumes are absorbed
equaling 10 points.
hardy clan of com- all national park boating waters through the skin.
Don Jones,says.that not only
5. When you take a casting
.during these tournaments, but petitors that fight a common
will have adequate means of
It takes nearly a century to grow the
disposing of sanitary wastes reel apart for its annual
green beauty of a tree.
at all time the bass club takes a adversary, ole Mr. Bass.
If you've never thought of without contamination of the cleaning, remove grit and gunk. And only a careless second with a match
sportsmanlike attitude to show
courtesy toward all other fishing as a fight, then you've waters. The first of the stations, with a typewriter brush and
to leave only black ugliness.
never been a dedicated bass which function free Of charge, wash gears and other parts with
fishermen on the lake.
Only you can prevent forest fires.
The next tournament, to be fisherman. When did it all are expected to be installed at carbon tet. Lubricate bearings
Lake
Canyon,
Mead, Glen
and level wind with light
held April 22, will be a begin? Probably when he
challenged tournament between caught his first bass or when he _Yalloiestode, Grand Coulee and machine oil, gears with silicone
grease. Use both sparingly.
.the Mw-ray Bass Club and the lost his BIG one, that once in a other western national parks.
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. New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

lilizer
T•ur Prescription t''arefuily & Accurately Pilled

V. Railroad Avenue

-FRANKFORT,Ky-.:=The old-timers knew it as the newlight; in
some areas it was and Is called the calico bass, speckled perch or
old papermouth. It is the crappie, pronounced as if there were an
0 in place of the A.
And whatever the local or proper names, to Kentuckians the
crappie is one of the finest fish to inhabit the lakes, streams and
ponds and indeed is sought after by perhaps as many fishermen
as any other species.
At the big lakes of Kentucky they are commonly called slabs
because they grow larger in these impoundments and when
hooked, after a brief fight, glide through the water as they are
retrieved, much like a slab of timber.
The slab cognomen came about, ho*ever, only after the big
impoundments became producers of this fish. Prior to that they
were the target of many fishermen in the streams and ponds, but
they seldom reached the great size there they attain in the larger
lakes. If a fisherman caught a stringer of hanclsize newlights in
the old days he was prone to brag about his feat a bit. They just do
not seem to reach the size in smaller bodies of water as they do in
the large shallow lakes.
The crappie-fishing season begins in February, although they
can be caught throughout the winter by fishermen who are well
acquainted with the bottom features of the lakes. With the warming trend most fishermen are able to find crappie around'
submerged brush piles,fallen treetops or in the bushes alongside the edge of the lake.
The hunt and fish method is productive but the prime time for
catching crappie in the major lakes is when the water temperature reaches about 60 degrees. It is then that the spawning
urge hits these fish and they move into the shallow waters to
deposit their eggs, usually around some sort of cover.
This spawning procedure has brought about the term "crappie
run" which every Kentuckian knows about and-which is equally
directed toward the "Crappie Capital of the World—Kentucky
Lake." From this area it is not uncommon for fishermen to boat
their limits of 60 in a few hours when the run is on in full force and
their catches quite commonly reach the two-pound average.
Minnows fashioned onto a cane pole line and dabbled into the
shallow water around the smaller stickups or weedbeds are the
favorite lures. However, in this particular area of Kentucky
neighboring Barkley lakes, a dojig is a favorite lure for the caster,
especially spincaster.
The dojig is a miniature dollfly rigged behind a floater, two or
three feet distant, which is pulled down into the water by a light
sinker. By casting this rig over a brush pile or stumps, the
fisherman often hauls in large crappie, cast after cast.
Kentucky Lake may well be called the -Crappie Capital of the
World," but it is by no means the only area ir Kentucky where
limits of crappie may be taken. Each of the lakes has its own
crappie spawning run,and while it may require a different fishing
procedure from the shallow Kentucky Lake, crappie can be taken
regularly. Were it not for the phenomenal catches at Kentucky
Lake, many of these other impoundments could be labeled real
hotspots for crappie fishermen.
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CRAPPIE (WITH AN A) IS STATE'S
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Can Any Time

Located

PAUL'S TAXIDERMY

Rt. 6, Irvin Cobb Rd.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone (5021 753-8073

.110'-. ,--

All Makes of Guns

RICHARD ORR
DIST. CO.

kioitery//o*ioe,

This land is YOUR LAND

Bulk Distributor
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Phone 753-4652
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UK To Meet
Louisiana
In SEC Play

Northern Downs Calvary 108-67

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS cludes tonight. The Colonels
Northern Kentucky State play Sewanee of Tennessee, 0-2.
In other Kentucky college acclosed out its first season of
basketball competition Friday tion today, the Kentucky Wildnight with a 12-15 season cats were scheduled to take on
record, as it whipped Calvary Louisiana State in a Southeastern Conference basketball
108-67.
Defending SEC champion
Seven of Northern's players encounter.
Coach Adolph Rupp said he is
Kentucky, riding the crest of a scored in double figures, with
10-game winning streak, heads Dave Rimer hitting 21 - 19 of worried about the condition of
into Bayouland when it meets them in the first half. Doug his two starting forwards Louisiana State at Baton Rouge, Overman and Rich Derkson Larry Stamper, who has tonsitoday, in its third and last ap- each had 13 for the Norsemen. litis, and Tom Parker, who has
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. ted like a 10 handicapper.
Barry Hall paced Calvary a severe cold.
- "I went to the practice green
1 ---Pearance of the season on the
AP)- Lee Trevino says he's
-',SEC Game of the Week" with 22 points, and Barry Hop--rIhs-lx*ch
"gonnabein a hn a trouble" and practiced until my hands
-- television series.
kins added 20. Calvary is now can get over this trip without if he doesn't-start bearing down got sore," he said "I quit only
losing, I think we'll be in good
' The Wildcatsionove on to 7-10 for the season.
when it got dark If anybody"
on his golf game.
• Tuscaloosa for a Monday night
In the only other Kentucky shape."
"It's my own fault, nobody had iii‘en me a flashlight, I
Three Ohio Valley conference else's,"
game with Alabama.,„
college game Friday night,
•
says Lee. "People keep might've been putting at su•
The Wildcats, 18-4 over-all Centre was edged out by Wash- games are on the agenda for KnOcking on my door with nup,'tonight
ar1412-2 in the conference, must ington and Lee in the College
The session did nAunders.
hancLsful of money-what am I
Two of the three teams tied going
both games to stay ahead of Athletic Conference tournament
Trevino reversed the numto do?. Tell 'em to go
for the OVC lead will face each next
second place Tennessee, which at Lexington, Va.
door to Arnold Palmer or bers Friday, blazing to a 67
15-4 over-all and 11-2 in the
Centre had a 13-point lead at other as Morehead travels to Jack Nicklaus?"
that put him back in contention
:EC.The Vols play at Alabama halftime, 42-29, before W & L Tennessee Tech and Eastern
Super Mex will reap about for Sunday's $52,000 top payoff.
Saturday and LSU Monday.
put on a full court press in the Kentucky visits 'East Ten- $200,000 from television cornFormer U.S. Open king Gene
nessee. Murray will be at West- merciaLs
With Bama's fourth con- second half.
alone before the Mas- Littler, first day leader at 65,
em Kentucky in another OVC ters
ference los8--- at Vanderbilt
Tournament in April, skied to a 73 Friday and had
James Mason led the Colo- game
Monday, the race has been nels
peddling automobiles, aspirin plenty of company for the halfwith 24 points and 17
In the Kentucky Interreduced to Kentucky and
way lead with a six-under 136.
rebounds, and Mike Daniel collegiate Athletic Conference -and Mexican food.
Tennessee and seemingly bears
•n corn- With him were Buddy Allin, 66,
scored 22 for -Washington and Tournament tonight, Berea will
out a statement :by Coach
Dick Lola with a-second-round
114% il keep,.
'"
-a."'''—
'
-'7
Adolph Rupp the
mir-al-rtUrtheltind;-"iiitr'-intrCiaLL9alix-uP
last of Lee,
my financial headaches
away .68 and John Schlee, who carved
Centre LS now 1-1 in the campbensothe
will travel- to for awhile," he laughed. "But, out a second straight
January: "I feel the conference
69.
round-robin tourney wiliCh COOS' Union.
championship may -net be
honestly, I've got to start winFriday was comeback day,
decided until the last week of
ning some tournaments again not only for Trevino, but for all
the season."
... to keep my name hot."
of golf's "Big Four."
While the Wildcats have
Trevino, winner of $22,000 on
Arnold Palmer, a 71 shooter
gained consistency in their
the 1972 tour, has not been a Thursday, jumped to a sizzling
offense and defense, they
serious title contender. When 68. Gary Player improved from
showed unexpected strength in
he shot a 76 in the opening even-par 72 to a three-under
_avenging their only conference"--rotmd of Jackie Gleason's $260,- Jack Nicklaus was down from
-clefeats as tbemdowned Florida, - Hy
-1-066-put.-- 73 td 68 and said firmly,- "I've
KEN RAPP'OPORT
should take the ball to the boa- -10 imerrarY
and Georgia, 8743; Associated
got a chance."
Press Sports Writer ket through our 113-1 zone dewithout the services of regular
WITH FILLU1E
Putting, Trevino claims, has
Southwestern Louisiana, lose fense_the_way__he did.1-1111k1---mLUCKY
-A-LEA-H7
(Ap) Ro
. been his misery.
guard Ronnie -Lyons Of to
Cincinnati? They couldn't. Ship*,"but he did."
.
ger Laurin, trainer of Ogden
Maysville, Ky., who is out with They
"Chalk up my bad putting
wouldn't. They -did.
Dickey. scored 32 points and_ _Phipps'.541inbere4 Account, is
a sprained ankle.
streak to my-.Mexican greedi-"With our height and move- added 17 rebounds to his night's noted for his success with
disOn the other hand, Tennessee rnent
we shouldn't be beaten on work as the Bearcats handed taffers Besides having the ness," he said, flashing that insqueaked by Georgia, 71-68 in the
boards," said Beryl Shipley Southwestern Louisiana only its 2-year-old champion of 1971, he fectious grin. "My agent calls
overtime, and Florida, 55-52, to coach
of the 10th-ranked Ragin' third defeat in 24 games. Cin- also trained Diumtop, a grass every night and charts my minclearly stamp itself as a team Cajuns.
cinnati, which has lost nine running mare now retired. and ute-by-minute schedule. I been
with the ability to win the close
Miss Cavandish. a 51,500 year- tellin' him we'd better think
They were beaten on the times, won its 15th.
ones. The Vols have won nine boards
and then just beaten
In the other games involving ling who was stakes winner in about my golf. If I keep doin'
games this season by six points 86-82 by
lousy, nobody will, want my
the Bearcats in col- Top Ten teams, No. 1 UCLA her day
or less. 1.
name on their product next
lege basketball Friday night.
by
cruised
Oregon
92-70;
If both teams continue to win,
year ... and I'll have a lot of
"They got right after us," fourth-ranked Penn clouted
Brown Reitins.Post
the big showdown will come in said
time to practice."
Shipley, pointing to Cincin- Cornell 111-82; No. 6 Long
Knoxville, March 6, when the nati's
PITTSBURGH (AP) - The
brutish play that gave Beach State smashed Cal-Santa
Wildcats invade the "Big the underdogs
a 47-42 advan---__Barbara 83-66 and No. 7 Brig- head basketball coach at CarOrange Country" in the tage in
rebounsis.
-.ham Young won the Western negie-Mell,on University,_Jbaregularly
season's
list
The Bearcats also killed the Athletic Conference for the sec- Brown, has resigned his post to
scheduled game for each Louisiana toughs on a
con- end straight year by whipping devote full tune to his professchool.
sion of architectural designing.
si,stent scoring play with guard Wyoming 70-65.
Perhaps the brightest light* Danny Murphy feeding high
4-41k-1105-beerr -couch
Bill
ikBrew1
Center
Walton
17
k
lecirtd
Kentucky's latest wins was passes to 6-7 forward Derrek
points in just 26 minutes as nflbce 1970, taking over for Moe
turned on by 6-foot-11 junior Dickey.
UCLA disposed of Oregon and Fassinger. He had been an
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
center Jim , Andrews of-i
iri,,04,soother Pacific-8 asisstant to Fassinger for three
closul
Bing Devine, the general
"There's no way Dickey
Charleston, W. Va„,who proved
years.
title.
manager of the St.-Louls Cardihis capabilities ---a heralded
nals, has traded away a 20rematch with Georgia's big 6-8
game winner and indicates he
Tim Bassett.
is not above doing the same
Bassett was superb in
with a most valuable player.
Georgia's win, 85-73, at Athens
— ...WI-UMW/I
Devine, who shipped Steve
in January,outscoring Andrews
FAvotiii
WW1 7 OPPii.rFAVORITE
OPPONENT
NARGIN
Carlton to the Philadelphia
GANES dir 2- 28- 2:
27-8, and later was freely quoted
Goofs OF 2-29-72 - CONTINUED:
Phillies for riiiht-hander Rick
AKRON
OTTERBEIN
19
T. C. U.
as to Andrew's defensive
TEXAS TECH
5
AMERICAN U.
RIDER
12
MORE
Wise Friday, said the deal was
111131111AS
WRIGHT
jr
STATE
deficiencies. Andretrd Waited.21ALINGDAL
.17.' TRINITY- TEXAS
iin STATE
11 .GA. SOUTHWESTEEN
made because )f ''unsoluable"
impatiently for therematch-and
ASSUMPTION
40
WORCILSTER TECH
VALDCISTA
OGLETHORPE
13
salary differences with his
---SELLARMINE
,- --40- OHIO.-BONIN IC.AR
'W. NEW KEX105------1-----ORANO - CANTon
Monday was- his- night=-The- BRADLEY
3
DRAKE
southpaw ace.
WISCONSIN
MICHIGAN STATE
6
catlike Andrews hit 14-18 from
BRYAN
40
JOHNSON BIBLE
GAMES OF 3-1-72:
He also declared, 'We'e
the field and pulled down 15
CINCINNATI
ST, LOUIS
,.2
ALMA
ADRIAN
21
boiled down to an unsoluabie
COLORADO
3
OKLAHOMA
CLEMSON
DUKE
rebounds in scoring 32 points.
3
COLORADO STATE
5
UTAH STATE
COAST GUARD
situation with anyone who is
38
W. CONNECTICUT
Bassett scored 17 points and
EASTERN KENTUCKY
12
TENNESSEE TECH
C. W. POST
37
NEW YORE TECH
still unsigned."
grabbed 17 rebounds, but the
EAU CLAIRE
16
STOUT STATE
DEFIANCE
14
TEl STATE
Among the unsigned players
FAIRFIELD
VERMONT
28
4
DETROIT
DUQUESNE
battle was won by Andrews.
FLORIDA
2
MISSISSIPPI
DULUTH
27
is Joe Torre, last year's MVP
ST, KARYS-MINN.
Seniüa'goiAMcCowan of
FLOKIDA STATE
18
BISCAYNE
EVANSVILLE
6
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
in the National League.
Dayton, Ohio, substituting for
GEORGIA
MISSISSIPPI STATE
9
GEORGIA SOUTHERN
27
GEORGIA STATE
Mickey Lolich, the Detroit TiGEORGIA
SIX/HUN
PAIR.
DIUINSON
it
GROVE
CITY
15
ST.
VINCENT
the
injured Lyons, served
GREAT FALLS
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
16
INDIANA-PA.
19
gers' ace lefthander, is another
GENEVA notice that he's ready to play.
HARDIN SIMONS
CENTENARY
7
MARQUETTE
24
TULANE
pitcher who hasn't yet reported
McCowan scored a total of 17
JERSEY CITY
DOWLING
17
MARYLAND
16
WAKE FOREST
to
spring training.
KENTUCXY
ALABAMA
2
MISSOURI
sOuINEEN
5
PITTSBURG STATE
points in the two games and

Commercials Hurt
Trevino's Playing

401°.

Southwestern Loses
To Cincinnati 86-82
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THE CARR RATINGS

earned eight assists.
McC'ciwan,s great defensive job on
Georgia's Ronnie Hogue in the
second half helped turn the tide
for the Wildcats. Hogue was
held to only one field goal after
scoring 11 points in the first
half.
Now Kentucky must turn its
attention to ISU,a team it
beat, 89-71, in Lexington. The
Tigers are 7-15 over-all and 5-10
in the SEC. The beefy Tiger
front line of Apple Sanders, Bill
Newton and Collis Temple
outrebounded the Wildcats by 13
and forced Kentucky to
longrange shooting.
Alabama gave the Wildcats
their second closest home game
of the season in losing, 77-74.
Tide coach C.M. Newton was
quoted after the game as saying
they were looking forward to
ti'k game at Tuscaloosa, indicating that a hot reception is
in store for the Wildcats. The
Tide outscored Kentucky from
the field by one,but were able to
cage only 0-19 free throws,
while the Cats hit 15-17. Bama is
13-7 over-all and 7-4 in the SEC.
SAVES POST TIME
NEW YORK (AP)- Before
the introduction of the starting
gate at New York thoroughbred
tracks. it -took an average of
two minutes to start races. Today with, all stall gates opening _
simultaneously, most starts are
accomplished in less than five
seconds onhe the horses are in
the stalls.
The--longest-post-delay: on- record occurred in 1893 in the
American - Derby in Chicago.
There was an hnur and a half
delay lining up the horses for
----Lae-slaft,/ •

KENTUCKY STATE
KENTUCKY WESLEYAN
LaCROSSE
L. S. U.
LOUISIANA TECH
HARqUETIT
MILLIKIN
MOREHEAD- KY.
MURRAY
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
OUACHITA
ST. JOHN FISHER
SAM HOUSTON
SOON CAROLINA
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
S. W. LOUISIANA
S. F. AUSTIN

3
EASTERN MICHIGAN
NIAGARA
4
SYRACUSE
S. W. MISSOURI
19
NORTH:IAN mulcts
9
INDIANA STATE
19
SUPERIOR
OKLAHOMA STATE
2
IOWA STATE
1
TENNESSEE
ORAL ROBERTS
3
HARVARD
NEW ORLEANS
4
PROVIDENCE
8
ST. JOHNS.N.Y.
XAVIER-OHIO
14
AUTGERS
14
NAVY
17
MacMU ItRAT
ST. BONAVENTURE
6
FAIRFIELD
12
EAST TENNESSEE
ST. THOMAS
.28
CONCORD1A-MINN
6
MILE TENNESSEE
SOUTH CAROLINA
21
CRE I GHTON
10
BOWLING GREEN
TOLEDO
18
DePAUL
30
ARKANSAS COLLEGE
VILLANOVA
11
NOIRE DAME
37
HOUGHTON
9
VIRGINIA TECH
WEST VIRGINIA
22
TRAPS A A I
WEBER STATE
7
UTAH STATE
24
NO'I'RE DAME
WESTERN MICHIGAN
1
OHIO UNIVERSITY
14
salmi FLORIDA
vromiNG
6
AIR rota
21
N. W. LOUISIANA
GAMES OF 3-2-72:
19
SOUTHWEST TEXAS
EAU CLAIRE
28
PLATTEVILLE
itmeLE
15
FNILA. TEXTILE
FRESNO STATE
14
CALIFORNIA-S.L.0
TULANE
GEORGIA TECH
3
KENTUCKY STATE
12
GEORGETOWN -KY.
WASHINGTON
CALIFORNIA
11
LeMOYNE-N.Y.
21
ODRTLAND
WASHINGTON STATE
6
STANFORD
LOYOLA-8.0.
11
SOUTH ALABAMA
wEsrsitm UNIUGils 3 AUSTIN PUY
MANHATTAN
14
ST, PETERS
OF 2-29-72:
MARSHALL
12
MIAMI-OHIO
ALLEGHENY
THIEL
18
MEMPHIS STATE
1
LOUISVILLE
ARKANSAS
BAYLOR
1
MISSISSIPPI STATE
4
L. S. U.
aiLANDEIS
16
BOWDOIN
NORTH TEXAS
2
WEST TUBS
BRIDGEPORT
16
HARTWICX
tvpumwe
I
ST. MARYS.CALIF.
BUFFALO15
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R4100X ISLAND
15
MEW HAMPSHIRE
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18
NEW Ha•PSHIRE
ST. LOUIS
14
DRAKE
DELAWARE
14
DREXEL
SAN FRANCISCO
RENO'
DENVER
2
LOYOLA-ILLINOIS
SANTA CLARA
6
LAS VEGAS
FLORIDA
42
CHICAGO STATE
SEATTLE
8
LOYOLA -CALIF.
FREDONIA
22
OSWEGO
SEION HALL
6
COLGATE
GEORGE WASHINGTON
GEORGETOWN
3
TRANSYLVANIA
24
MELAMINE
HASTINGS
23
MIDLAND
TULSA
2
WICHITA
HOPE
16
KALAMAZOO
1
UW1 STATE
DENVER
INDIANA
8
MICHIGAN
GAMES OF 3-3-72.ITHACA
22
ALFRED
AUGUSTA
17
GA. SOUTHWESTERN
JACKSONVILLE-FLA.
5
HOUSTON
BUFFALO STATE
18
PLATTSBURG
LAGRANGE
I
MERCER
CREIGHTON
3
ST. FRANCIS -PA.
LONG ISIAND
21
IOWA
DART98)UTH
9
CORNELL-NEW YORK
LOUISVILLE
15
NORTH TEXAS
EL PASO
2
BRIGHAM YOUNG
MARSHALL
29
crimu.oTTE
HARVARD
4
COLUMBIA
MINNESOTA
8
PURDUE
MARYMOUNT
25
OZARK BIBLE
NEW HAMP. COLLEGE 26
FRANKLIN PIERCE
NEW MEXICO
10
UTAH
NORTH CAROLINA
6
NO. CAROLINA STATE OKLAHOMA
ft
IOWA STATE
OHIO STATE
9
ILLINOIS
ORAL ROBERTS
11
MILWAUKEE
ORAL ROBERTS
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
17
OREGON STATE
8
WASHINGTON STA1F
PENNSYLVANIA
7
ST. JOSEPHS-PA.
PENNSYLVANIA
14
YALE
PENN STATE
II
KENT STAT1
PRINCETON
BROWN
12
PITTSBURGH
9
YOUNGSTOWN
RIPON
17
mos
IFINcY
,9
ST. AMBROSE
SAN FIAMCISCO,ST. 22
HAYWARD
RONNURST
7
MISSOURI WESTERN
SO. CALIFORNa
2
STANFORD
ST. LOUIS .M
24
EVANSVILLE-I.S.U.
U.
---.70
CALIFORNIA
. MICYAELS
11
CLARKSON TECH
WASHINGTON
7
OREGON .
ST. PETERS
20
SIENA
WEST FLORIDA
SANTA BARBARA
15
SAN FERNANDO
SOUTHERN CONF. TOORNAM MVIN-4-72:
S. M. U.
14
RICE
APPALACHIAN.--60..3
76.2
. . ., FURMAN
.,..
j. W. BAFTjSI
16, JOHN BROWN
CITADEL ' 46.s _noun •
„sat 4,
TENNESSEE STATE
14
CNATTANOOGA
DAVIDsow
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Tate &Weaker
Over Pilots Last Night
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
The Murray High Tigers
closed regular season play last
night by taking a home court 6460 squeaker over the Fulton
County Pilots. The win lifts the
Tigers to a i2-9 season slate:
Coach
Bob Toon
started fiye seniors in
the first ikriod and the
Tigers vaulted to a 10-2
lead in the first three
minutes. But the bigger
Pilots put together five
straight buckets midway
through the quarter and
Murray found themselves down 15-12. The
Tigers narrowed the
margin to two points at
the end of the frame, 1715.

The McCuiston brothers and
Dean Willis all scored quick
buckets in the second period as
the Tigers regained the lead.
Dean Willis scored on a drive
and the McCuiston brothers
each scored from under the
bucket again and suddenly the
Tigers were on top 32-25. But the
Pilots came on strong in the
final minute of action and
clipped the ,score to 32-31 at
intermission.
Fulton County employed-11
press during the half that
caused several Tiger turnovers.
But midway through the second
quarter the Tigers regrouPed
and began to break through the
defense. Goodman tossed in 10
first half points for the Pilots
while the McCuiston brothers,
Jimmy Bramley and Thurrriah

Foster all netted six points
apiece.
In the third period Coach
Toon went with his fine
sophomore reserves, Glen
Jackson and Ray Lane. The
Tigers began to hit the boards
much better and midwaY
through the quarter, Murray
had pulled away to a nine point
lead.
,

Fulton rallied and cut the
lead to just four points with less
than 30 seconds to play in the
quarter. But the Tigers got a big
break with two seconds left on a
charging foul against Fulton.
On the play,a technical foul was
called and Porter McCuiston hit
the toss. That stymied the effort
of Fulton to pull within two
points and it gave the Tigers a
5146 lead at the quarter stop,
„Porter McCuiston's 10- foot
jump shot from the left side
-upped the Tiger lead to eight
points with 5:15 left in the game.
Twice the Pilots came within
four points but on both
o
ocassions Porter scored on
short jumpers to keep the leacl
intact.
By THE- ASSOCIATED PRESS ply-with his type of game.
Presto!
"One of the criteria for keep- • Glen Jackson wrapped Hi
In one instant season, Coach-ing a player was. defense," be game up for the Tigers-by
Torn Nissalke has'transformed said. "I wouldn't keep anyone hitting two free throws with just
the Dallas Chaparrals from the who wouldn't make the effort. eight seconds left to give the
worst defensive team In the We await 60 per cent of our Toon charges a 64-58 lead. Cobb
American Basketball Associ- training time on defense, trying scored at the buzzer to whittle
to instill good, sound principles. the final margin to four points.
ation to the best.'
"I told them," Nissalke conMurray finished the evening
Nissallte's magic formula
linued, "there is no way any- by firing in 28-57 floor attempts
worked wonders Friday night
thing would be set up for them for Vine .491 mark. The Tigers,
as the Chaparrals held Kenoffensively if they didn't play playing one of their strongest
tucky's high-scoring Dan Issel
the other end of the floor.
rebounding games of the
without a point in the final periNissalke's advice obviously season,grabbed 56 rebounds for
od and beat the Colonels, the
has worked. Th€. Chaps, whose the night.
league's winningest club, 100-92.
average yield last season was
Porter McCuiston
Nissalke, who came to the 124.5 points per game, have cut
turned in a brillant
Chaps this season after serving it down nearly 20 points this
performance
and
as an assistant coach for Mil- season,surrendering only 105.37
finished his last home
waukee's National Basketball points per game.
appearance by hitting
Association champions, immeIn other ABA games Friday
for 21 points and pullint
diately stressed the importance night, Memphis broke a 10off 15 rebounds. Tyrone
of defense and got rid of sev- game losing streak, beating
McCuiston grabbed 14
eral players who did not corn- Pittsburgh 115-111; New York
rebounds and scored 12
downed Denver 124-116, and • points before fouling out
Utahlf1/104Indiana 117-107,10r*-.• late in the fourth stanza.
its ninth straight victory.
Thurman Foster netted
Donnie Freeman paced the
seven points and had
seven rebounds while
Chaps' viitory with 31 points.
Jimmy Bramley asd
theinagues third leading
scorer, had 29 points, despite
Dean Willis each stand
being blanked in the final 12
six
points.
AJBC
minutes. The Chaps also held
grabbed seven rebounds.
Bowling League
Team
W..L 7foot-2 Artis Gilmore to 18
Reserve Jackson put in
points,only lour in the first two
six points and picked off
Gutters
52
/
1
2 23% periods.
six caroms.
Torpedoes
47/
1
2 31/
1
2
Challengers
39
/
1
2 361/2
Charlie Williams hit two free
The Tiger "B" team finished
Road Runners
37--39
---ibroWs and a Itainp Ad- in the a splendid season by plastering
37
Glory Stompers 39
Be-bops
35% 10
/
1
2 final ininute,*ilmg Memphis
the Fulton County jayvees 57-22.
Ball Returns
42
-past Pittsburgh-for the Pros The win giveewderry- Shelton's'
-Head Pins
3595 411/
1
2
'first Victory since Feb. 1. outstanding group an 18-1 slate
Bowlers 4
33_ 43
Peacemakers
32/
1
2 13% Rookie Johnny Neuman-n led for the year.
Landoll, Lane
High Team Game (SC)
Torpedoes
sso the Pros with 35 points, while and Jackson all scored 10
Challengers
534 George. Thompson shoed 38 for apiece. Cathey chipped in with
Gutters
525 Pittsburgh.
nine while Hudspeth tossed in
High Team Gam!(NC)
Rick Barry, the ABA's sec- eight. Scott scored four while
Gutters
751
Peacemakers
739 ond leading scorer, connected 1Resig, Dick and Dean Lannireg
Torpedoes
733
for 38 points, including three all had two.
High Team Series (SC)
three-point field goals within 58 Fulton County 17 14 15 14Torpedoes
1549
Challengers
1497 seconds of. the first period, 60
Road Runners
1102 helping New York beat Denver Murray High 15 17 19 13-64
High Team Series (NC)
for the first time in four meetFulton(60)-Goodman 11,
Torpedoes
2095
ings this season.
Bloodworth 22, Sheehan 6, Cobb
Challengers
2091
Peacemakers
2055
Willie WLIe's 30 points paced 8, Caldwell 8 and Wright 5. .
High Ind. Game (SC)
Utah's ninth straight victory, a
Wurrayt64
Cuiston
Mel Cunningham
187
club record. Rookie George 21,T. McCuiston 12, Braniley 6,
180
Garry Evans
170
Enc Story
McGinnis was high for Indiana Lanning 3, Foster 7, Luther 1.
High incl. Game (HC)
with 22 pOints.
Willis 6, Lane 2 and Jackson 6.
Eris Story
236

Chaps Transformed
In Only One Season

BOWLING
STANDINGS

Among other unsigned players, although not yet considered
spring training truants, are
some of baseball's big hittersFrank Howard of the Texas
Rangers, Rusty Staub of MonBeverly Rogers
207
treal and 011ie Brown of the Garry
Evans
205
San Diego Padres.
High Ind Series (SC)
473
Some players came into the Mel Cunn,ngham
445
Larry Evans
fold Friday.
443
Garry Evans
High Ind. Series (HC)
Outfielders Mickey Stanley
618
Eris
Story
LATEST IN NEW EQUIPMENT!!
and Gates Brown signed with Mel Cunningham
587
the Tigers; outfielders Cesar
High Averages
including
Steam Bath and/or Massage
146
Geronimo and Bobby Tolan Garry Evans
146
Larry Evans
agreed to terms with Cincin- David Copeland
Advanced Memberships at Reduced Rates
140
118
nati; pitcher Dave LaRoche Bob Hargrove
Now Available thru April 1
135
Richard Scott
and infielder Rich Reese with Alan
134
Jones
the Minnesota Twins; relief Mel Cunningham
EXTRA BONUS FOR THE FIRST 75
133
127
pitcher Mike Marshall with Sue Adams
124
Beverly Rogers
Montreal and outfielder-first Phillip
Adams
122
baseman Brant Alyea with the
Oakland A's.
ONE HOUR SERVICE
In another development, the
Major League Baseball Players
Association rejected a benefit
plan offer tendered by the owners, raising the possibility of a
strike when the old agreement
* Good'Monday, Tuesday 8 Wednesday, Feb. 28, 29, Mar. 1
expires March 31.
A resolution passed by the
players labeled the owners' ofLong
Plain
fer "unacceptable" and rejected it. The association also
agreed to review the situation
with 'all the players to decide
(Singles - 1.00)
on an appropriate cause of action.
Free' Mothproofing-Mildew proofing
We have shirt laundry Services here
Marvin Miller. executive director of the association, said
.Ihe position.
that
ittQ3ly
twou
estoludk malntaih the
level of pension-,benefits, but
not increase them.
. Asked if a strike was a,possifFYiill-ei-•-salaT "The playtat-stesT
boy CitAsiNG
have to decide that. But if
'the agreement expires
nit obligation to work as a
wi.-140.11R SERV
group."

* OPENING SOON *

Shapemakers Health Club of Murray

Phone 753-2962

SPECIAL

DRY CLEANING

COATS-DRESSES

OFFER

2/$ II 89

oflifilliztiofic ONE-HOUR
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show began:Wen." COMPantiVantt
Tomes Is Given-Vague By Show the
manager of the show for the
Louisville, Ky.—Lonnie
Tomes, Agriculture Officer for
the Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center, has been given
a plaque by the Louisville

Barrow Show for his outstanding contributions to the
Kentucky Swine Industry.
Tomes is the sixth recipient of
the award in the 12 years since

first five years, and worked
with the show until coming to
the Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center in 1969.

A lobbyist for West Coast
electronics
firm
which
manufactures computer voting
systems is pushing for

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Monday CH. 4
WSM

CH. 3
WSIL
6.00 RaiphEmery
7.00 Today
9 00 Dinah's
9:30Concentration
l000 Sale-of
Century
1030 Squares
11 00Jeopardy
11.30 Who-WhatWhere
11:55 News
12.00 Noon Show
1 00 Our Lives
1'30 Doctors
2.30 Another
World
2.30 Bright
Promise
3:00 Mayberry
3:30 Movie
5:25 News
6:00 News
6:30 Bewitched
7:00 Special
5:00 Movie
9:30 Am:SportMan
00:00 News
—10:30 Covert
yr

6 mi.... Mor.
7:00 Today
9:00 Dinah
9:30 Concen.
10:00 Sale-Call.
tr.
10:30 Stla
11,00 4

6:00
6:30
7:55
0:00
9:00
9:30

CH. 5
WIAC
News
N'Ville
AM
Kik.
Korn.
Kangaroo
Tell-Truth
T or C

10:00 Fam. Altair
._

10'39 -Unflif-Sli Ulm
11:30 WW1,/
11:00 Heart is
12:00 Noon
,-..i.
11:30
Search
1:00 Our Lives
12:00 Singing Con.
1:30 Doctors,
12:25 News
2:00 An. World
12:30 World Turns
2:30 PromiSe
1:00 Love Is
Bunny
3:00 Bugs
1:30 Guiding Light
3:15 Movie
2:00 Secret Storm
5:25 Weather
2:30 Secret Storm
5:30 News
2:30 Edge of Night
4:00 News
Pyle
3:00 Gomer
6:30 Dragnet
3:313 Gilligan
700 Laugh-In
4:00 Movie
8:00 Movies
5:25 News
10:00 News
6:30 Dead-Alive
10:30 Tonight
7:00 special
5:00 Lucy
8:30 Doris Day
9:00 Sonny .Cher
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 movie_

CH. 29
WDXR

CH. 12
KFVS

CH. 8
WSIX

CH. 6
WPSD

16 00 Sunrise
9:00 Psychiatrist
6.30 Break. Show 9:30 Devotions
7:00 News
9:45 Movie
4:00 Kangaroo
11:35 The Answer
9:00 Lucy
11:50 Sewing
9:30 My 3 Sons
12:00 Gourmet
10:00 Fam. Affair 12:30 3 on a Match....
10:30 Love-Life
1:00 News
11:00 Where Heart 1:03 Movie Gam*
11:25 News
1:30 Movie
11:30 Search
3:00 Munsters
Plc- 3:30 Fury
12:00 Farm
1205 News
4:00 Bozo
12:30 World Turns 5:00 Superman
Many 5:30
1:00 Love
McHales
1:30 Guiding Light 5:57 News
Storm
2:60 Secret
6:00 Country Place
Night
2:30 Edge
6:30 Theatre-29
Pyle
3:00 Gomer
8:30 The Saint
3:30 Virginian
9:30 Creat.
Feat.
5:00 Hazel
10:00 News
5:30 News
10:30
Theatre
6:00 News
6:30 Dr. Locke
7:00 Special
8:00 Lucy 6
-630 Doris Day
9:00 Sonny-Chet
10:00 News
_10:30 Movie
-

7:00 Today
6:30 McCoys
9:00 Dinah
7:00 Bozo
9:30 Concent.
8:30 Romper
10:00 Sale Cen.
9:00 Lucy
10:30 Squares
9:30 Hillbillies
11:00 Jeopardy
10:00 Mov.Game
11:20 Who-Where 10:30 That Girl
11:55 Mews
11:00 Bewitched
12:00 Child-Me11:30 Flipper
Too
12:00 My Children
12:30 News
12:30 Make-Deal
12:45 Pastor Speaks 1:00 Newlyweds
1:00 Our Lives
1:30 Dating
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Gen. H osp.
2:00 Another World 2:30 One Life
2:30Bright promise 3:00 Password
3:
:30
00 cSomerset
3:30 Love Am.
alehdar
4:00 Jeannie
335 Popeye
4:30 Green Acres
400 Gilligan
5:00 News
4:30 Dan Boone
6:30 Circus
5:30 News
7:00 Special
6:00 News
6:00 Movie
6:30 Green Acres 9:30 Am. Sprtsmn.
7:00 Laugh In
WOO Chaparral ._
6:00 Movies ,
11:00 News
10:00 News '
11:30 Cavett
1030 Tonight

Legislation that would allow use
of such systems in Kentucky
elections.
Terry Holland, a registered
agent for Computer Election
„System, Inc., of Berkeley,
Calif.,asked the large Jefferson
County legislative delegation to
support such a bill.
Holland told the legislators an
electronic system
would
replace voting machines with a
computer-like operation using
punched cards automatically

tabulated when the polls close.
"The advantages of the system
are primarily the economies it
would bring," he said, noting
the computer devices are
lighter than current voting
machines, cheaper and easier
to store.
Holland also revealed a
proposed copy of a bill that
would authorize any Kentucky
county to purchase or lease
electronic voting machines.

Persons Are Fined
In The City Court
were
Several
persons
charged, entered pleas of
guilty, and were fined in the
February 18th session of City
- Thirteen- eases were -entered Court with City Judge William
on the permanent record of Donald Overbuy presiding.
County Judge Robert 0. Miller.
Names placed on the perThose pleading guilty were:
manent court records were as
Eugene Burkeen, Almo, follows:
FRIGID SCENE...weevers dlp in the temp•raspeeding. Fined $10.00, costs
Robert K. Huise, driving
tures made an icy overcoat for water Nil-intern in the'viChnity'
$18.50, state police.
while intoxicated, amended to
of the Washington Monument in the nation's capital.
. Thomas Earhart, Route 3, reckless driving, fined $100.00
Dover, Tennessee, speeding. costs $10.00.
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
Fined 115.00, costs $18.50, state
Bruce R. Johnson, public
000 00 30000
ACROSS
--"IrWoOden "veSset
--dninkenhess,lined $10.00.
01302100 0M011200
4 Want
Richard Smith, Route 3,
Julia Nittyvirta, shoplifting,
00 30090 0003
5 Handle
Intone
Owensville, Indiana, speeding. • fined $50.00 costs $10.00.
000
0000 MM
6 Legal seal
6
1 Clayey
Iae earth
0030000 0100
Fined $10.00, suspended, costs Dennis Gene Fisher, driving 11 One who carries 7 (abbr.)
Exclamation
3MMEI
0000 00
$18.50 paid, state police.
posit
4
while intoxicated, amended to 112
8 Dine
93 090 000 03
Preposition
9 Blemish
Dennis Owen, Benton, reckless driving, fined $103.00
00 M090 00311
10 lawmaking
15 Retain
speeding.
Fined
$10.00, costs $10.00.
030 3003MMO
body
11 'Brag
00 3000 000
suspended, costs $18.50 paid,
Rex D. Mustard, driving 17 nickname
13 Church
0000 00309 00
state police.
while intoxicated, fined $200.00 18 Beast of
council
M90090 030090
burden
Max Ray Dodd, Route 4, costs $10.00.
16 School dance
OM000 00 OMB
20 Challenges
Marsh bird
reckless driving. Fined $20.00,
James R. Fleming, speeding, 23 Sunburn
21 Man's name.
costs $18.50, Sheriff's depart: fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
24 Offspring (p0)_
22 Locations
37 Commit to
52 Collection of
ment.
writing
facts
James F. Martin, driving 26 Bracing
25 Dinner course
medicine
38 Food program
54 Initials of 34th
Linda Purcell, Brookport, while intoxicated and speeding,
27 Group of
28 Preposition
40 Attacked
President
soldiers
Illinois, speeding. Fined $10.00, fined $120.00 costs $10..00.
41 Slaves
57 Printer's
29 Test
30 Is defeated
44 Caudal
measure
costs $18.50, state police.
31
Went
by
Garnet
D.
Alexander,
32 Harvests
appendages
58 Steamship
automobile
Gary Butler, disorderly disregarding a stop sign, fined
34 Amount owed
47 Exact
(abbr.)
33 Walk wearily
36 Embrace
49 Jump
60 Preposition
conduct. Fined $20.00, costs $10.00.
35 Withered
KV1
4
5 446:6
7 8
1
9
2
10 ;Wei
$18.50, Sheriff's department.
David H. Elliott, reckless 36 Folded
.-4.--6
eV:
...iv
4,4
::::::
Elfriede Hanson, Route
39 Extra
driving, fined $10.00.
ll
Ve•
13
U.UU12
reckless driving.
Curtis
E. Harrington, 42 French
16 N.611.0117
article
14
Fined $10.00, costs $18.50, speeding, fined $10.00 costs
::Iftia
43 Charge the
YX•MIN
:4•:/,:......
Sheriff's department.
$10.00.
account of
ill 22 illA 23
C;
10
U19
Tanner,College
Gerald
Richard A. Hodge, speeding, 45 Resorts
46 Perform
Station, speeding. Fined $10.00, fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
•
gill11111111Egiallill
48 Take
"M 28
costs $13.50, state police.
John T. Gingles, speeding,
831
32
unlawfully
Stanley Dodd,Route 6,fishing fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
50 Transgress
•• -. Nrie
commercial gear in closed
Larry L. Edson, speeding, 51 Rail bird
:
-10.
11filf
:
,
.35
11
1
24
53
Bound
area. Fined $15.00 suspended, fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
55 Prefix': down
costs $18.50, Department of Fish
56 Dried plums
and Wildlife.
MAZURSKY TO DIRECT
59 Females
x...:.
Romel Kirks,Route 4, D.W. S.
NEW YORK (AP) — Paul 61 College
"ii*II
officials
and D.W.I. Fined $100.00, costs Mazursky has been signed to
.
51
32
$13.50, Sheriff's department.
produce and direct his own orig- 62 Squander
inal screenplay, -•LoVC In
-Ennis K.- Miller,
Green_D-W.L.. amended . to Blume," a contavorary roreckless driving. Fined $100.00, mantle-0.meg*in Los Angeles
costs $13.50, Sheriff's depart-- and Validly;11111F-Filming will
Di. ir b.c tnit.d FV.ture Spittle-Me. Jnr
_begin later thirydar.

Over
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Crossword Puzzle

"REIN SarrsToRY tato eokri ON
A 5MALL FARM ON APRIL 6,1950..
IT liA5 RAINING THE N161-IT OF
HER 1416N-5C4001 ?Rai AKER
THAT SUMMER SHE LAS TI•OKOWN
FROM A 1-10R5E...

MA61 ISEE
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WITTE'S 1
Salon is nov
mile off M.
two miles c

operator LE
4352for app

DRY CLEANING

BEATLE BAILEY
THE-0144k-at THE-MANUA EN% EI.OPE
WRAPPED IN THE TOWEL BETWEEN
-YOUR ENTAWDEINF6-5141RT AND TO*
sorrom OF )estllt FOOT LOCKER

014-4:54T tilt- tiTAPtAtl — VU104.
i5 COMIN6 ALONEi_Ort. J KILLEE! NROW
Tell6 IN5PECTION.,/ 4 AWAY-T1AT
GIRL* BOOK!

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday, February 2849, March 1

Any 2 Garments $
SUITS AND 2-PC. DRESSES COUNT AS 1
NANCY
SO LONG
I'M GOING
TO THE POST
OFFICE FOR
A STAMP

I WISH YOU

WEREN'T SO
FUSSY ABOUT
EVERYTHING

WHY WALK TEN
BLOCKS -1?-2z-7310U
CAN BUY A
STAMP IN THIS'
DRUGSTORE

I WANT A

Maxi, Fur

Trim,

ELECTRO'
vices, Box
Sanders,
mington, K

NO LIMIT

Zip Lining, Pleats Extra

PRIME
Special-1

FRESH
ONE

TRIA

AM\
NOT
FUSSY

LYNNVIL1
done it a
stocked. A:
going at cc
receiving
shipment
and men's
famous nai
mention till
low discoui
for all ou:
before you
Shoe Store
8:30-6:00, S

Starch Not Extra
kJ
•

•••
ihrome

-

LIU ABNER
SHE MADE THE WORST
APPLE.PIE. IN THE
WORI-DY— HER PIES
WOULD MAKE

LUCRETIA BORGIA

ALL WORK DONE ON PREMISES!
Quality of our work is guaranteed to your satisfaction.
Convenient Drive-In Window service

GREEN WITH ENVY!!

ONE IIINOUR

CLEKiiERS

Th. Colonials
(
REVoLuTION?
66A D,fole I
EX/PGA/A/ THIG LIIIIIIRTY
You'D izEVOLT FOZZ

C

rr

Our S
peratu
Ask A
ticket:.
Open

I DOWIT 14AVE TO
I KNOW WHAT IT AIN'T!

Shi
is now

One HOUR
DRY

cLeaneRs
Central
Shopping

Center
lihinie 75i:9-084

She invi
to phon
intme

a
FREE ES']
installatior

WAN

WANT TO
conditional
att.
WANT TO
PhOtle

WANT TO
that conver
crib. Phonc
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AUTOS FOR SALE
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YPRESS SPRING
RESTAURANT
Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake
--WItt

4116

• tampers'
heiiithifty
pltkl.

4erclay'sPsuzie

BE OPEL

FRI., SAT., SUN. (FEB. 25-26-27)
Sewing Fresh Catfish,Broasted Chicken & Sea Foods
Phone 436-5496
All•11.

11_1_

MIL"

Alt

MS

sosma

OMMUU0
rni BOOM
E0 MM
OWLI 300
A000 MO
DIM OM
GIBMA
k2MMO
EMU OOM
iMGO CID
OMMOMO
MO OMO
2.6

•
Collection Of facts
Initials of 34th
President
Printer's
measure
Steamship
(abbr.)
Preposition

INSURANCE: MOIlltE homeg &
Motor Boats, Home Owners. Low
rates, broad coverage, excellent
claim service. Calloway County
Insurance and Realty Agency.,
Murray,Ky.Phone 753-5842. M7C

ELECIROLUX
Newest models
demonstrated
FREE at your home.
-( t h Anti Inqallinein sale,
-

lake Trade on an
Make

COME FIX your own ceramics
starting February 29, each
Tuesday and Thursday evening
at 6:30 to 9:30 at Jane's Ceramic
Shop, two miles East off 94. F28C

Call SAL SARCONE
753 7222
Service Also Offered

_FOR PROFESSIONALS
Men and Women
A private WEIGHT WATCHERS
CLUB is now taking applications for
new members. Are you interested in
supervised classes. With access to
exercise equipment, sauna bath,
massage, rest area, and manual_
exercise classes. If you would like to
oinivlease phone 753-5865 days or 753-5108 after 5 p.m.

5

nr

-LOTTIE'S KEEP U Neat Beauty
1
2
'Salon is now open. WP,A Boa*/
mile off Mayfield Highway and
two miles off Lynn-Grove Highway.
Owner Lottie
operator Lena Flood. Phone 753F29C
4352for appointment.

THE PERSON I know is named
Chester Martin. He is a good
friend and I like him. He is a
colored man, but I don't care. He
used to take me to school and he
works at the Bank of Murray.
Signed
1TP
Mark Barber.

Central HIGHLANDER Center
Central Shopping Center,
US 641 No., Murray, Ky. 42071
"The CLEAN Place."

1

19

)UR

RS

9

9084

Our Standard Washers Automaticelly selects best ternperatures and program to clean and protect your fabrics.:
Ask Attendant about our quantity discount on washer I
tickets.
• Open 8:00 AM-10:00 PM Daily.
Always Attended
ELECTROLUX SALES & Services, 13oi 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farmington, Kentucky.
TFC
PRIME SIRLOIN STEAK
Special-Mon., Tues., Wed.,
$ 1.49

TRIANGLE INN
LYNNVILLE SHOE Store has
done it again. We are overstocked. All ladies winter boots
going at cost and under. We are
receiving daily our spring
shipment of lady's, children's
and men's shoes. These are all in
famous name brands so we can't
mention the name because of our
low discount prices. I would like
for all our friends to visit us
before you buy shoes. Lynnville
Shoe Store, open 6 days a week
8:30-6:00, Sunday 1:00-5:00. M9C

Quincy
Compressors

REMEMBER
When you

Forget

faror

(
;
it

Sheila Thompson
is now employed at theHAIRDRESSER
She invites all her friends
to phone her for an appointment at- 753-3530
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY 5,000 BTU air
conditioner, 110 volt. Phone 489F26C
2303.
WANT TO BUY good work mule.
F26C
Phofie 498415118.
WANT TO BUY "baby carriage
t converts into stroller, and a
F28(7
crib. Phone 767-6156.

When ." Maintenance man
forgets to service a Quincy
Compressor, no damagt is
done because a built•in
safety feature remembers
and takes the load off the
compre3501._fittifiljratillg
damage. Write or call for
details.
THE WORLD'S FINEST
AIR COMPRESSORS
We have a large selection of
compresskes to Sell. Trade or
Rent!

DIXIELAND
COMPRESSOR CO.
Phone 753-3018
401 N. 4th
_

FOR RENT

Call •
753-1916•

•

•••
•
•• •
•••••
•
•
•
• ••
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
••
SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

eark Emphasis
s-Be Family
Camping Areas 1

EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT, SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back OR TAKE over payments, trailer 1969 HONDA 350 Scrambler, low
large closet and storage space. hoe work. Phone ftez..Camp, 753- 8'146', two bedrooms. $1,200.00 or mileage. Excellent condition.
Electric
heat
and
air- 5933.
•
TFC $41.50 per Month.Phone 474With helmet. Phone 767F28C 2032.
F29
conditioning. Private entrance.
2386.
Ideal for couple. Inquire at 1606 PROFESSIONAL PAINTING
West Main.
F28C and decorating. Free estimate. SOUP'S on, the rug that is, clean AKC REGIS'TERED Toy Poodle
Call 489-2287.
M1C with Blue Lustre. Rent electric Puppies, -seven weeks old.
shampooer $1. Begley Drug Special prices of $45.00 to $55.00.
1972 CHEVELLE SS 350 cubic FURNISHED APARTMENT,
State Parks Commissioner
near
Five
Points.
Air
conStore, Central Shopping CenPhone 753-4469 after6:00 p.m.
inch, V8, power steering, air
Ewart Johnson, who last
KELP
WANTED
ditioned, electric heat, carpeted.
F26C F28C
ter.
conditioning. 3 speed, automatic
December announced an end to
_
Phone 753-6044.
F28C BOYS TRAVEL: ages 18 and
transmission, factory stereo tape
construction of large resortS PLATE
MINIATURE
SCHNAUZER style parks, says future emplayer and radio. Phone 753over. Large established Southern
NICE THREE bedroom house,
(under 12 years)
puppies, registered. Non shed phasis will be on family
3111.
firm has three openings. Must be
F29C
utility room with W-D conMeat and 2 vegetables or
coats. Perfect disposition. recreation
neat, single and free to travel,
and
camping .•
nections. Available now. $85.00
french fries...$.49 Here o
Reasonable terms. Melody-Ayre facilities.
Southern and Southwestern
967 FORD XL convertible with) per month.
Phone 753-5051. F28c
Go 1534953
Kennels, Buchanan, Tennessee,
states. No experience necessary
428 engine, chrome reverse
Johnson
told
a
join
phone 901-247-3345.
F29C legislative committee on ApExpense account to start, new
wheels, automatic, power
INN
TRIANGLE
10'x50' TWO BEDROOM fur- car transportation furnished.
steering, excellent condition.
propriations and Revenue large
nished trailer, air conditioned,
BRAND NEW Martin 30-30
Average earnings, $550.00.
Price $895.00. Phone 753-8498
parks are "nice but we can
furnished.
electric heat. Water
model 336, lever action Carbine
Atter 5.-00
. PAC ?hone 489-2513. 1 APPJZ YiPer!_qn tour. AGNOLIA MOBILE home,
the same money. put.Ar
F25C P.101101I
with Weal:4r K25 Scope ahd elsewhere
or Mrs. Donald Lindsy, Mansard
and take care of
13'x63', extra fine. A-0 Coach mounts. Phone 767-6294.
F29C many more people."
Island Resort, Paris Landing,
air,
all
and
Central
heat
CLEAN UP shop or body shop for
Estates.
Monday, February 28, between
He said other states soon will
rent on Highway 641 near Midelectric, heat tape, underpenned. 15' FIBERGLAS runabout, 65
F26P
10:00 a.na. and 3:00p.m.
be competing strongly with
bath,
large
bedrooms,
way.Phone 753-5311.
Two
F26C
H.P. Evinrude motor. Phone
washer and dryer included, fully Frank Burkeen, 753-2326 after Kentucky's park system and the
state will have to move into
REGISTERED
NURSE,
perDUPLEX ON Monroe. Five roons
carpeted, new drapes, recently COO p.m,
F29C other areas such as
camping
and bath, central heat and air, manent position, excellent salary painted. Many other extras. You
•
carpet throughout, extra large and fringe benefits. If interested must see-to appreciate. Drive by 1971 LUXURY 12'05' mobile and recreation.
Johnson told the legislators
master bedroom, range. Days contact B.F. Craig, Personnel and look, then call for ap- home. Redwood porch. Skirting.
phone 753-3648 or 7534202 after Department, P.O. Box 329, pointment, 753-4307- after 5:00 or Air conditioned. Bay window. large numbers of Kentuckians
At a price like
5:00 p.m.
March 6C Two bedrooms. Private dining use the park system and about.
TFC Mayfield,Kentucky or phone 247- 762-2851 ( work).
this, you better
37 per cent of the lodges and.
6730 for appointment. An equal
room. Unfurnished. Phone 753- cabins are used by Kenbelieve,there's
2,38 ACRES FIRE cured tobacco opportunity employer, General FIVE INSIDE doors; one
1TC tuckians.
something special
M8C commode and two lavatories. See 9274.
with barn. Phone 753-9546. TFC Tire & Rubber Company.
He also promised efforts to
in the air. Don't
at the Ledger & Times office, 103 NEW AND used tractor tires.
NEATLY FURNISHED
miss this chance!
f• WAITRESSES AND Cooks; North 4th Street.
TFNC Tractor flats repaired. Speedy improve food served at the
parks and investigation of
room apartment. Carpeted and Experience preferred; apply
service. Vinson Tractor Co. modular construction to cut
air conditioned. Married couple immediately for full or part time, MILLIONS OF rugs have been
Phone 7534892.
1TC building costs.
or single. Located 100 South 13th enings and Sunday noon. Brass
cleaned with Blue Lustre, It's
"We're trying to get down to
Street. May be seen at Kelly's
ntern Restaurant, Auroral America's finest. Rent electric
Pest Control.
F29C entucky,phone 354-6373. F29C shampooer $1. Big K, Belaire YAMAHA MINI Enduro. Ex where the mass of the people
cellent condition. $250.00 firm are," Johns& said. "Maybe we
F26C
Shopping Center.
Phone 753-3932, after 5:00
can build cabins that will cost
BEAUTIFUL VALARAH
SALE
F29N $18 a day instead of $50 a
p.m.
Apartment, unfurnished, 2 REAL ESTATE FOR
day. maybe the family could
bedroom, living room, kitchen,
CHICKEN DINNER
MODERATELY PRICED 3
bring their own linens".
utility and bath. Carpeted. Air
or
bedroom home. Carpeted, cenFOUR PIECE Ludwig Drum set
He said the department
conditioned. Dishwasher, tral heating
DINNER
CHICKEN
LIVER
and air conditioning,
Phone 753-1642.
basically has a continuation
refrigerator, stove, garbage
$.99
Here
Thurs.,
Fri.,
&
Sat.
built-in stove and dishwahser,
budget for 1972-74 with no room
Nova Coupe
disposal.Phone 753.3865
M3C closed garage, and a patio °tor G° TRIANGLE INN
No.
337
for plush facilitiei or lodging.
-SO&
-•
ering relative privacy. Available
2-GOOD USED Freezers. One 18
Serial No: 1X27
D2W255220
10'x50' TWO BEDROOM fur- for occupancy-mid May 1972.
Call
Body Side Molding
1968-22' SHASTA motor home, Westinghouse upright and one 20
nished trailer, air conditioned, 753-7966.
March 21P
chest with new unit
Covert Vinyl Interior
electric heat. Water furnished.
self contained,sleeps 6. Excellent G.E.
Akin Street.
F
ondition. Clean, low mileage.
Phone 489-2513.
63-63 Mohare Gold
F29C
BY OWNER, 1623 Loch Lornond Phone 753-i022after 4:00 p.m.
$2498.70
TWO TRAILER -homes on • ivey Forget the car pool. Buy
Go on a "Health sts Wealth
Kentucky Lake Blood River area. your family a house with 4 large
Kick With Our
tank;
pump
and
one
ILP.
WELL
bedrooms
only
block
fro'.
Nice and modern. Air, _electric
VEGETABLE PLA1ETayiettrade.
Maple
Dwain
heat, automatic washer, large Robertson School on bus route to tree at,- sale or
3 for $.69 Here or Go
Chevrolet, Itee.
private lot. Phone 436-2427. IOC middle school and two blocks twin or bunk beds. Good con
So. 12th St.
753-241
from New High school. Call 753- dition. One roll-away bed. Phone
Charles Jenkins
Louisville,-"Tax InF28C
J H. Nix
Gu McCuiston FURNISHED APARTMENT, 6557 for an appointment and 7534414.
formation
on Pensions and
details.
M1P
further
living room, kitchen, bathroom
Annuities,- a new IRS pam963 CHRYSLER 4 door New with shower and bath, two
BY OWNER; home with three AUTOMATIC SWING, jumper
phlet to help taxpayers comYorker._ Arbil*. Extra...dean. bedrooms: Available March 15.
spacious bedrooms, two full walker, bassinette and playpen.
pute their Federal income tax
no 436-M27.
• 726C Ziniinerman Apartments, South
baths, living room, kitchen with All for $20.00. Phone 753is now available at IRS offices'
16th Street, phone 753-6609. F29C
extra amount of cabinets and all 8749.
and from the Government
1968 COW-AK yellow, vinyl roof,
built-ins, family room with
Printing Office, it was anair, disc brakes, new white wa
SERVICES OFFERED
beamed ceiling and fireplace ENNIS SS Sr XB Restaurant
nounced today.
tires, 33,000 miles. Under
-with marble hearth, marble guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
The 11-page pamphlet, IRS
warranty. 21400.00. Phone 7
RSONAL INCOME tax ser- entry hall, an unusual number of per case(100 books). Sold in case
Publiciation 575, answers many
8541.
vice by appointment. Phone 436- closets, intercom with AM-FM lots only. Ledger & Times Office
of the tax questions involved in
2145.
F29C radio, central heat and air Supply,103 North 4th Street. TF Secretary of
Commerce
different
types of pension and
1969 GRAND PRIX, vinyl top,
conditioing with air cleaner and NC
Maurice H. Stans recently annuity plans.
power steering, brakes and FURNITURE REFINISHING, humidifier. 3,4 acre lot. Peace and
announced that the Economic
Written in nontechnical
windows, factory mags, factory all work guaranteed. Free pick quiet of the country within sight
Administration language,the pamphlet outlines
Development
air. Brand new. Call 753FISH DINNER
up and delivery. Free estimate of the University. Phone 7534499
had committed more than $230 the general rule of how to
F28NC
8103.
Antique or natural finish Jerry nights for appointment.
TUC With salad or slaw, hush
million for 808 projects during compute the taxable portion of
puppies & french fries $1.29 fiscal year 1971 to help
McCoy,753-3045.
Marchl6C
an annuity of pension and in1956 CHEVROLET PICKUP;
Here or Go Thurs., Fri., Sat. stimulate long-range economic
cludes specific examples to
1953 GMC pickup. 1962 GMC 1 ton.
FOR SALE
of the Nation illustrate each step of the
Phone 753-3712 or 753-4503. F28P
TRIANGLE INN7s3-495 growth in areasunemployment
PAINT CONTRACTING
with Critical
computation.
FREE WASHER and dryer with
Exterior or Interior
problems.
Fair1972
Written in nontechnical
our
new
of
purchase
1967 OLDSMOBILE two doo
Quality workmanship
BIG Jack antenna
NEW
language,the pamphlet outlines
way during' month of February.
in
hardtop. Full power and air.
included
figures
are
The
Free estimate
rotary. See H.B. Turner or phone
the general rule of how to
65'x12', two full baths, three
Sharp. Phone 753-7423 after 4:00
Call 753-3484
753-6426..
F28P the annual report of EDA, the
carpet
shag
bedrooms,
Department of Commerce compute the taxable portion of
F28P
P.m
throughout, Mediterranean
agency working to create jobs an annuity or pension and inRADIO, Television and decor, double door frost free 12' x 55' TWO BEDROOM mobile and increase incomes in cludes- specific examples to
1967 DODGE PICKUP, long'bed, FOR
electrical appliance repair, also refrigerator, eye level oven, home, fully carpeted,
illustrate each step of the
custom cab. Phone 753underpenning. Phone economically lagging areas.
plumbing maintenance phone deluxe furniture. Housetype
computation.
Federal
the
said
Stens
5268.
F28P
M2P
March 27C insulation, hurricane strap and 753-7140 after 4:00p.m.
436-2225.
The pamphlet also explains
assistance was approved for
the tax consequences of special
bay windows. ,Bill's Mobile
multicounty
and
community,
1969 OLDS 98 two door hardtop,
753ULLDOZER WORK, trucking. Homes, 3900 South Beltline High- LIVING ROOM suite. Phone
all power and air, white with
F28C county projects in each of the 50 situations such as. ItIrnp-sum
bank gravel,' fill dirt and way, Paducah, Kentucky. Phone 1764 after 5:30p.m.
lso
interior.
States in support of President payments, variable annuities.;
black vinyl roof, black
or
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569
F28C
443-6150.
Nixon's program to help local and foreign service pensions. A'
Reason for selling, going over354-8161 after 6:00 p.m. Mar. 3C
provide facilities simple table shows how to
communities
or
753753-7828
Phone
seas.
private industry determine the taxable portion
encourage
F29NC
to
9388.
additions,
our
FOR ALL your home
We fix anything on
and the tax-free portion of a
new
jobs.
to
create
etc.
complete menus or cafeteria
1967 PONTIAC'Catalina, 2 door alterations, remodeling,
pension or annuity.
753includes.
Phone
(This
Estimates.
Go
hardtop, power steering, power Free
line to
EDA's annual report for the
"Tax Information on PenTFC
breakfast)
brakes, air, vinyl top. Good 6123.
fiscal year ending June 30, 1971,
condition. Telephone days 753places the agency's activities sions and Annuities" is,
TRIANGLE INN
available free at IRS offices, or
8108 aftex 5 p.m.753-5485. F28P INCOME TAX service-M.B.A.,
at; '
Tax Experience. Phone 753-6260
-$159,998,000 for 276 public it can be purchased for 15 cents
Reasonable FOUR FRESH Grade Holstein
from the Superinteralent of
works, projects in 199 areas:.
door for appointment.
1969 DATSUN. four
Documents, U.S. Government
March 21 •.ows.Charles B.Starks,753rates.
-$49,983,000
for
39
business
One
automatic. 22,000 miles.
Printing Office, Washington.
663f1.
F26C
ooans
andguarantees
in
33
1
owner.Phone 7534206.
D.C., 20402.
areas.
PIANO INSTRUCTION; Upper
PIANO, rebuilt
UPRIGHT
for
350
technical
$14,603,000
classman completing degree;
WANTED TO RENT
753-3103 after 6:00 p.m.
assistance
and
research
three years teaching experience. Phone
SET FOR MUSIC HALL
projects.
All ages and levels. Phone 767- F26C
land
NEW YORK (AP)
WANT TO RENT farm
-$6,175,000 for support of the
6368.
F28C
OLD DRESSER; old twin bed;
Phone 7534090 after 5:00 p.m. M
planning programs of 143 "What's Up. Doc?" starring
Barbra Streisand and Ryan
kinds antique dishes; lots of
communities, qpunties and
housework all
WILL
DO
O'Neal will have its world prepressed glass, odds and ends. If
Starks
Hardware
multi-county
economic
References furnished. Phone 753miere as the Easter screen
interested phone 753-4716. M IC .4.444.444444444.44.4244.44.4•216.4...1 development districts.'
8898.
F28C
presentation at the Radio City
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Music Hall.
.-35 MF DIESEL Tractor, Plow
Under the EDA public works
•
Calloway
Co.
Aged
in
seed
Soybean.
Also
Disc.
grocery.
nd
TRADE
communities
may
program,
The action-tilled comedy was
FOR SALE OR
TRACTOR REPAIR work.
COUNTRY HAM DINNER
oulter & York 96 percent ger- receive longterm, low-interest
Filmed in Technicolor on locaDoing good business, reason for Experienced mechanic on duty.
$1.85
F28P
inatian.Call-435-5432.
loans and grants to construct tion in San Francisco. It was
selling,rel,iring. Phone 753We make field service calirtlayHere or Go 753-4953
15N
facilities and provide services produced and directed by-Peter
753or
753-9879
or night. Phone
FARMALL-TRACTOH-with
WcI.O'eConoinic growth and. Begdanovieh. The- film- Wafts'
March17C --TRIANGLE INN
9857.
Miss .Streisand and O'Neal for
dim.- and cultivator. Call 435community development.
LOST & FOUND
. time
--1111F-rigenct makes roans to are played by Kenneth Mars.
1'ERITVR-7.,-E X TF.R1.0-It TRAILER PARK With 17 spaces.
help ' private • enterprise Austin Pendreton, Sorrell
LOST BLACK and white Beagle painting; any size job. All work Fast of Murray on Hwy.94. Will
establish or expand job- Hooke, Michael Murphy. and
with grey face in vicinity of Five guaranteed. Use first quality finance two-thirds at $135.00 a
I Z' V BOTTOM aluminum boat, enerating activities. `EDA
Madeline Kahn a newcomer to
Points. Plow-7534572 or 751 PaiAL Free estimate. adiSteve
_th call 753-AMD.-763-flea
$175.00. Phone 753-4782. IF -provides technical ass
nee. - films
21(
February
738. Rented.
M1F Todd,753-8495.
Trr,
1648

1969 DATSUN 2,000 SR 311. Good
top and tires. 24,300 miles, needs
clutch. Must sell. $1400.00. Phone
753-9771 after 5:30 p.m., all day
Saturday and Sunday.
F28C

A

SP17,1111,
DELIVERY
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Tax Aitisilabicht7,1
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LIALLM111.1.1

Job- Programs
Receive
Federal Aid

Sauce Pans
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LEXINGTOW, Ky.(AP)-Two potential Kentucky candidates
for the U.S. Senate withdrew Friday from the race.
Democratic state Sen.C. Gibson Downing and Republican state
Rep. Larry Hopkins bota said they would not seek the Senate seat
being vacated this year by John Sherman Cooper. Both Lexington
legislators had been rumored to be considering running for the
seat.
Meanwhile, former Gov. A. B. Chandler said he is "trying to
arrange to help" Democratic candidate Walter Dee Huddleston.

Mr. Woduna
Dies Today
At &spite-

Murray Cass
Hears Dr. Babb

Ronald L. Babb, D.M.D.,
discussed the importance of
dental care with students
enrolled in the Orientation to
the World of Work Vocational i
Program at Murray High
School, Wednesday, February
23. Dr. Babb presented two
films, "Dental Caries" and
"Periodontal Disease" which
PADUC.AH, Ky. (AP)-Paducah School Supt. ..Dr. _David -were followed by an open
students--rSchool
Tilghman
High
Paducah
Whitehead said Friday
dismission.
who published an "underground" newspaper will not be punished.'
Dr. Babb stated that people
Whitehead said the students violated two school board policies usually lost their teeth by ache
However,
it.
funds
for
soliciting
by publishing the paper and
cidentally knocking them out,
said the board could not bar such a publication if it were prepared through dental decay, or
or distributed as a school paper. He said that anything that through
periodontal disease
"disrupts" the school is a violation of school policies.
(decay
of
gums). The film
On1y_011t.issue of the paper, called "The Eulogy," was
presentations disclosed that
published. In it, the writers were highly critical of the school and dental
decay can be prevented
administration.
by
(1)
sugar control, (2) oral
Whitehead commented of it: "There was nothing wrong with
hygiene, (3) fluorides, and (4)
the publication as such-in fact, it was well done by some of the
that
dental care; and
cream of our students."
periodental disease can be
elimintated or arrested through
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)-An 8800,000 center to provide medical
early
diagnosis and treatment.
Foundation
for
Hunter
care for the poor will be built here by the
Dr. Babb also emphasized the
Health Care, Inc.
of correct brushing
finance the first two importance
A federal grant DMA million will
periodic cheticup„..
years of the program.
Dr. Babb's presentation
complemented the classroom
_personal grooming
HAZARD, Ky.(AP -Laurence E. Norton, a co-founder of a study of
habits that are considered
poor people's legal organization, was arrested Friday and
released on $2,500 bond after a Perry County grand jury indicted necessary for successful employment in the world of work.
him on charges of knowingly receiving right stolen rifles.
Indicted with Norton, 27, a graduate of Yale law School and During the past few weeks,
founder of Mountain People's Rights, was Gordon Singleton, students enrolled in the special
vocational program, have been
about 30, of Stormking, Ky.
-had studying Criteria for goodThe indictment charged that Nortaiiand Singleton
received one 1903 Remington rifle and seven Springfield rifles.- -grooming as a part of their unit;
The charge, a felony, carries a penalty of from one to five years "Project You."
"Project You", which has
imprisonment.
been a self-study, has enabled
the students to take a look at his
or her
attitudes, interests,
personality, and characteristics
in relation to preparing for a
HANGCHOW ( AP(-President Nixon says he and Premier job, a spokesman said.
Chou En4ai will issue a joint communique on matters agreed
upon in their talks, now concluded. What's in the communique
may not be discussed until it is released the President says.

John Workman of 1508
Parklane Drive, Murray, died
this morning at 3:25 in the
Cardiac Care Unit of the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. He was68 years of age
and his death was due to a heart
attack.
man was a
The Murray
member of the West Fork
Baptist Church and of the
Clayborne Jones Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church. He was a member of
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons. He was a
retired employee of the Murray
Division of the Tappan Coin'party and was well known as a
painter in Murray.,
Mr. Workman and his wife,
the former Dixie Jones, who
survives, would have been
•
maned for fifty._ years 1„a
Karitucio,c State PoLice-Acadoinaduated-its-21414--class-of-cad
cadets at Frankfort last Friday Fib 2c Th•• ew
.
'troopers are seated from left Philip S. Becknell, Tyner; Alan V. Bell, Dawson Springs; George S. Brady, Maysville; September of this year. He was
born January 8, 1904, in
Neal L Brittain, Richmond; Lesley D. Calhoun, Sloans Valley; Michael W. Cassell, Ashland; Clyde M. Caudill,
-Calloway County and was the
Hyderf;-1a- rnecT_arry LTark, Brooks; Jerbrile S. Clifton, Dwali; IiIiheriCiaftrill, Hodgenville:Tilden CTite
son of the late Joseph Thomas
Whitesburg; Harold A. Davis, Louisville; Donald R. Dillon, Flemingsburg; Joseph S. Duff, Harlan; second row from
Workman and Melissa Jones
left Michael R. Duncan, Georgetown; Joseph W. Edwards, Elizabethtown; Carl E. Elliott, Grand Chain, Ill.; Tommy
Workman. He was preceded in
Carl Fields, Whitesburg: Glen Franklin, Frankfort; Lonnie D. Fuson, Pineville; Francis J. Gootee, Campbellsville;
death by two bothers, Huron
Edward E. Hacker,
Francis; Ralph Hill Jr., Banner; Wilson S. Harman, Owingsville; William R. Heavrin,
and Otis Workman.
Morganfield; Edward D. Hinchee, Marion; Wayne D. Hoard, Sturgis, Mich.; Wendell L. Jackson, Dexter, Mo.; last
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
row from left Gary E. Jenkins, Harlan; Paul V. Johnson, Lawrenceburg; Alfred D. Long, Frankfort; David A.
Dixie Workman, 1508 ParklaneMcGuffin.• East View; Dexter Mt-Kinney, High -Bridge; RoberfTr-ma-thy Minor, Camptiaffsville; Thomas C. WuiO
Murray;
threeFrankfort; Edward-D7Sobotewskt-tiniitvittef Melvin-W Stockton -Atbany; Ronald- L. Thompson Equality.itt..1"--.--Zrive,
daughters, M,s. MilburnTed 0. Thompson, Benton; Danny R. Webb, Millstone; Stephen D. White, Calhoun; Donald E. Williamson,
(Dorothy)Dunn of Atlanta, Ga.,
Frankfort; and Riley E. Wyatt, Glasgow.
Mrs. J.B. (Jo) Burkeen of
Murray Route One, and Mrs.
John T. (Sue) Murdock of
_
Brazilia Brazil; one son, Bobby
Workman of Rock Hill, S.C.;
(Continued him Page 1)
two sisters, Mrs. A.A. (Eula
And it is going to'cost more
Mae) Doherty of Murray Route
to bring the Kentucky Turnpike
One and Mrs. Charles (Veneta 1
Elizabeth
Louisville
to
from
Sexton of 120 North 14th Street,
tawn.up to-Interstate standards
Murray; three brothers,
_
than it did to build it in.the first
.
Raymond Workman of Murray
WASHINGTON AP l-Senate Minority leader Hugh Scott says
National
appears
have
become
worse,
Assembly.
Today,
of
to
cost
of
HONG
KONG
The
place, he said.
absent Democratic presidential candidates could have stopped
the 420 Assembly seats, 125 are Route One,Earl E. Workman of
Swinford said he was "proud the Indochina war to North judging by Hanoi's internal
Rialto, California, and W.T.,
Senate adoption of a tough antibusing law-had they been in the
occupied
by women.
propaganda,
since
regular
U.S.
and glad" to have the toll roads Vietnam, despite the brave
Senate, instead of campaigning. Scott says "they are being paid
north was
The role of women in the Workman of Venice, California;
bombing
of
the
front
Hanoi
is
putting
on
and
but "now we're going to have
.
$42,500 a year, not to give their views, and sometimes differing _
administrative structure in- nine grandchildren, Deborah
halted.
to start paying for the luxury despite its initial rejection of
views, to voters of New Hampshire and Florida; but to cast their
North
Vietnamese
creases the farther down the Dunn and Patricia Dunn of
The
Rev. 'William
Bailey, we enjoy."'
President- Nixon's-eight-voint
votes in the Senate.
leadership chain one goes. And Atlanta, Ga., Dennis and Patsy
leadership makes light of the
superintendent of the Paducah
plan
to.
end
the
fighting,
is
Swinford also disagreed with
the percentage has been Burkeen of Murray Route One,
District of the United Methodist critics who said Kentuckians running at a *dolly high manpower losses due to the
WASHINGTON ( AP.)-Democratic presidential candidate Church, will be the guest
war.
Instead
of
saying
that
mounting in recent years. _ __Ricky, Cindy, and Larry
level.
- In 1965, for example, 8 per Murdock of Brasilia, Brazil,
Shirley Chisolm, the only black woman ever to serve in the preacher at the 8:45 and 10;45 did not really want the sales- That cost involves the hun- many women have had to step
House, says she's tired, and after one more term, "I just want to a.m. services on Sunday, tax to be taken off groceries.
dreds of thousands of men who in to fill men's jobs, Hanoi cent of the membership of the and Laura and Owen Workman
"The sales tax falls heaviest have been and aretontinuing to boasts that the Nortb-Vie4-- pftWifICilti and -municipal"---N-Rcick 'Hill, S.C.
sit in a rocking chair and look at the sky". Mrs. Chi.solm, 47, February_ri, at the_virst_ united_
on the people least able to pay, be fed into the War effort in namese women are fally
administrative committees
implied the rocking chair would be in the Virgin Islands, where "I Methodist Church.
Funeral arrangements are
least able to send you tele- South Vietnam, Cambodia and emancipated and able to un- was composed of women. incomplete, but friends may
just bought a fabulous home"
Assistinkat bothserviceowill
grams,least aboe to hire *law- Laos. It involves the material dertone all kinds of tasks.
Today the figure is 15.9 per - bah at the Mix -C
-- '-be Rev-. Morris-bit -Galloway;
A few facts and figures cent. •
HANOCHOW (AP)-American reporters find that if the associate minister of the yer (or others) to argue for losses and the restraints on
Funeral Home after six -p.m. On the district committees in
Illustrate just how much
economic developinent.
adulation of Chairman Mao puzzles Americans, the constant peek - church. -The- church `Minister% them," he declared.
today (Saturday).
1965, women made up 12 per
One amendment offered td
But much more, that cost *omen have had to assume
of photographers around American presidents amazes the Dr. sambei Dodson and Mrs.
cent
of
the
total.
Now
they
larger
responsibilities.
by
Rep.
Albert
the
budget
bill
involves sharp changes in the
Chinese. One of the Chinese guides advises: "It is not healthy for Dodson are in Manila,
make up 26.5 per cent.
In 1960, 53 women sat in the
President Nikisahn to have his picture taken so often-his spirit Philippines this Sunday on their Robinson, R-Pittsburg, would North Vietnamese society and
By the time one gets down to _Nixon
453-seat
North
Vietnamese
slightly
the
pay
in
the
have
decreased
country's
social
and
boxes".
black
becomes a prisoner in many little
around the world tour.
the village level committees, raise it contained: for circuit economic structure.
Rev. Bailey was,minister of and appellate judges and raised'
women make up 32 per cent of •--(Coatkosed from Page 1)
In effect, Hanoi has had to
*the Collierville Methodist
the membership compared -:show -and an industrial exjurors' pay by 8150 a day in- forego the intense political
cent in
eas
lr
Church before assuming his
giy
'indoctrination thitt
It. was deafeated 21-69.
wiW
thom
°ne.lyn alsoPer
present responsibility. He is-a
t4 then in-hom
maintain
Communist
Party
SleuiP
togha
Wiasti
Slinngda
toy
n
Another, offered by Rep. Larimportant in the economic over the pole Monday, with a
delegate to the General Conrule in order to keep the war
ry
Hopkins,
R-Lexington,
would
NEW YORK ( API-Mayor John V. Lindsay, who has been ference in Atlanta, Ga., April
Rev. David Roos will be sector. In fact, 60.7 per cent of stop of eight or nine hours in
have earmarked any surplus effort moving. That has perspreading his name across the country as a presidential hopeful, 16-30
speaking on the subject, all farmhands in North Viet- Anchorage.
mitted
the
development
of
from the budget to go to the
ran into a slight recognition problem back home.
dissident forces.
"Impossible Possibles" at the mm are women, and 46.7 per
Already it appeared that Nixteacher's retirement system to
"State your full name," Lindsay was asked by a U.S. District
In addition, the severe 10:45 a.m. service at the First cent of all industrial workers on was thinking about domestic
help
fund
the
30-year
retireare
women.
Friday.
shortage of manpower has
Court clerk as he took the stand
ment system plan approved by resulted in a marked 'shift of Christian Church (Disciples of
Female personnel
hose ttawc
cuioved
unt matters awaiting him at home.
"John Vliet Lindsay."
Christ) o on Sunday, February
1__For 90 of the 140 minutes of the
the
1970
general
assembly.
It
for 57 per cent of t
social and economic respon- V.
"John what?"
^: flight between Peking and
lost
36-55.
in
trade,
60
per
cent
of
MO
to
the
sibility
women
of
North
"John Vliet, capital Vliet, Lindsay."
His scripture will be from engaged in
Hangchow, the President sat
DeMarcus
public
also
health.
had
an
Vietnam. That, too, is likely to Matthew 5:17-20. The choir will
"Capital Vliet?"
Three-quarters of the teachers with his assistant for home afamendment ready for HB 337 have a profound long-term
"Capital V-14-e-t," the mayor responded coldly.
sing the anthem, "0 Holy City in the country are women.
fairs, H.R. Haldeman, at his
but was not able to offer it be- effect on the country.
This dialogue occurred as Lindsay prepared to testify as a
Seen of John" by Butler. James
All of these facts speak side, occasionally speaking to
cause
of
the
previous
question's
Although
Hanoi
has
done
a
defendant in a civil law salt brought by backers of a subsidized
the worship vividly of the tremendous shift
Bro. Roy Beasley has chosen being adopted. His proposal riiaSWrKifjob -of_earivincing the Boone_
-wHaldeillan. otherwise deep
housing unit in the Bronx.
the subject, "Who Are The would have put an additional 25- outside world that it has leader and Rupert Parks and in North Vietnam's social and. -thought or writing on a yellow
John Pasco, Sr., will serve as economic structure as a result legal pad.
Elders?", for his sermon at the
LOS ANGELES(AP)-Christina Cassandra Balker, daughter 10:40 a.m. service at the cent a ton severance tax on weathered the war with elders.
of the war. Although precise
Foreign affairs appeared to
minimum
disruptions,
the
of Greek shipping magnate Aristole Onassis, has been ruined in a Seventh and Poplar Church of strip-mined coal elope, with
will be figures are not available, the have been pushed aside for the
Deacons serving
North
Vietnamese
people
know
three-fifths
of
that
going
to
the
divorce action.
Glenn Card, O.V.
percentage of women to men in moment as Nixon's chief forChrist on Sunday, February 27. school districts and the rest to !Etter.
Real estate developer Joseph R. Balker, 48, who married the 22serving
will be North Vietnam today must be eign policy advisers, Htviry
Deacons
Johnny
the
read
Rayburn
will
the
counties where the coal was
year-old Christina in Las Vegas last July, filed a divorce petition
Hanoi's public ,p,ronounce- Glenn Card, O.B. Boone, Jr., considerably out of balance. Kissinger and Secretary
-seripture from Acts 20:28-32. produced.
of
Friday.
merits intended onlrfor inter- Elmer Collins, A.B. Crass, M.C.
Prayers Will be led by Webb
State William..P. Rogers, reSome
of
those
members
votBalker said he arid Christina separated Tuesday.
paint
a
Quite
consumption
Ellis, Johnny Quertermous,
Caldwell and A.D. Wallace.
mained in a private coming for MB 337 indicated they nal
California divorce law requires only a declaration of irreconThe six p.m.sermon topic will had some reservations that the different picture of the situ- Johnny Reagan, and Auburn
partment
to the rearahatting
cilable differences
ation than that received Wells. Candle lighters will be
be "A -Lord's Day At Troas" severance taxrn might
with Chou.
harm abroad. Those pronounceJill Austin and Laourie Crass.
•
with the sdripture from Acts the coal industry but said they
Ziegler told newsmen that
LANCASTER, Pa. (API-Virginia Knauer, the presidential
ments, often in the form of Greeters will be Dr. and Mrs.
20:1-12 to be read by Howell were voting for it with
Nixon
and Chou reached agreeconmore
newspapers
to
be
populace,
assistant for consumer affairs, has urged
warnings to the
talk Woodfin Hutson and Mr. and
Clark. Prayers will be .led by
ment in principle early, Wiley
diligent in attempting to weed out fraudulent or misleading ad- Gene Jones and Jerry Howard. fidence in Ford. They said thef of considerable indiscipline In Mrs. Fred Wells.
on what they would. tell the
zere certain Ford would reduce the country.:
vertising.
Johnny Bohannon will make it later if it proved to be
world after five daily meetings
harmmiddle-level
officials
misleading
advertising
is
to
be
an
acSome
"To knowingly accept
the announcements and Josiah
in Peking and a final late-light,
are denounced for taking
complice in defrauding your reader,''Mrs. Knauer said Friday in Darnall will direct the song ful to the coal industry.
Mrs. Mayme Randolph of 505 long-distance session Friday
bribes and other forms of
an address to the Pennsylvania Newspaper Publisners service.
Poplar
Street died Friday at night following the banquet that
for
corruption,
wasting
the
Association.
10:30 a.m, at her home. Her the President .and Mrs. Nixon
country's scarce resources and
"The reports on your papers may well be covering the
death was sudden.
- the-Greet-Hall of the
for engaging in black
deceptive practices of local firms," Mrs. Knauer added. "But
rnarketeering
and
other
forms
The Murray woman was 83 People in the capital. Ziegler
message
does
not
seem
to
the
sometimes the
get through to
adyears of age. She was a member explained that while the Nixons
of speculation.
vertising department."
That is a view of North
of the First Christian Church returned to the Peking guest
The
"God's-Plan For Man" ii the Vietnam that the outside world
Murray
Christian and of the Arts and Crafts house where
they were staying
PITTSBURGH I AP i-Former Atty. Gen. Ramsey Clark says
subject of the sermon chosen by rarely sees.
Church, 1508 Chestnut Street, Club.
and Chou went to his quarters,
he us glad the California Supreme Court decided against capital
Rev. Jerrell White for the 10:50
There also are hints of will have its Bible School
Survivors are one daughter, aides Orthe two leaders sat
punishment, but he says the government should also work toward
Mr. Clay (Doc) Moody, age a.m. services at the Memorial flagging morale, of people in classes at 9:45 a.m. on Sunday,
life
terms.
sentenced
to
early release of prisoners
67, a former Calloway County Baptist Church on Sunday, the north who are just as war- February 27. The adults will be Mrs. Sam Whitaker, one down for the final face-to-face
granddaughter, Miss Ann negotiations and worked out the
"If a man has demonstrated he can live in peace with society
resident, died Thursday,
February 27.
weary as many Vietnamese in continuing their study from the Randolph Whitaker, and one agreement.
next week he. sould be released," Clark told a news conference
Norwood,
New
February 24, in
The seven pin. sermon topic the south. The morale problem book of John, and the college granthon, Harbour
Whitaker,
Nixon and Chou meanwhile
Friday prior to the Annual Roosevelt, Day Dinner of the
York, where he made his home. will_jae "A New You". A bapyouth will continue with the
all of Marlowe, Oklahoma.
kept in touch with the negotiaAmericans for Democratie Action here.
study of the book of James..
Mr. Moody is survived by a tismal service will be held at the China TV
Mrs. Randolph is also sur- lions and with each other until
Terming the California ruling a "glorious decision," Clark
The worship service will start vived
NEW YORK( AP)- The maAnnie Graham of evening service. ,
sister,
Mrs.
by three nieces, Mrs. agreement was reached. Ziegadded:
gave
networks
at
10:45
a.m.
with Bro. Dean Roland Walker of Murray,
Special music will be jor television
Norwood, and a Sister-in-law,
Mrs. ler said the President worked
"Law can only provide moral leadership. It has to revere
Mrs. Opal Moody, of New presented both the morning and this schedule of coverage of Ross speaking on the subject, Randal Dulaney of Clinton, until 4 a.m.
people, but it wasn't doing that in California. The law was
Nixon's
China
visit
Or
"Are
You
Saved,
Who
evening
President
Wants
services.
Concord. Mr. Moody had five
N.C.; and Miss Ivy Holland of
Presumably the U.S. negotiateaching killing there."
Sunday School will be heti at for tonight through Saturday To Play God?". Joe Gamblin Lexington,Tenn.; two
nieces.
nephews, tors were headed by Kissinger,
•
9:40 a.m. with Hayden Rickman afternoon-all times EST:
and Darwin Weatherford will be
Preston Cry) Holland and Cecil Whlt 118d attended--each of Nix-)
Funeral sefirTites will be held as the director for the lesson on
CBS: 11:30 p.m. to mid- serving the Communion service.
Holland. both Of M_ _ .one IFI;s nieetihgt. with.Chou awhile
Monday at 2p.m. at the 7th and "Citizens of Two _gangtionie._ isight-_-sPeclal_re1
9rA if ()Vents '• At-the-evening servioe-to-start
)
•
Porrigr Church of Christ_.ITT
Befrerawa7+1tROSItield SePa
-raTellifeifings
warrant.
e TAIL, mdfpe singing -and-one grer nephew, Max with
Mere with Bre toy Heasley,-15.m. with the
Foreign
Minister Chi
p.m.
to
conclusion
8
will
NBC:
open
the
worship
hour. Walker, both of
leason being on
Murray.
Peng-fei.
Jr., officiating. Burial will be in "The Effects of
Renewal". Billy coverage of-Nixon and Premier Prayer and the corniritiiiiin
Funeral arrangements are
the Murray City Cemetery.
Today, representatives of the •
.Mayfield is director.
Chou' En-lai departing Peking service will follow. A Bible drill
incomplete, bat friends may two governments were transHangchow.
and
the
Max
an
open discussion on the cell at the
Friends may call at
Ohio in second only to for
J.H. Churchill lilting the basic agreements
ABC: 3 to 3:30 p.m. St.- doctrines of the Church will be
Churchill funeral home after 10 _gMich i an in
unetaLltimtai
auto
me InhP
LanAtifte".......arr, I c • fc.,
••
Sunday.
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